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This military tecfinical trothing course has bah selected and adapted,by°
The' Center,for Vocational"Education for rial *lamentation of a4fodel Syakem
to Prievide Military Curriculum Materials for Dim i Vocatanal and 'Technical
Sducation," a project spdhsoxed by tha Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
U.S. bepartment of Health, Pducation,'aid Welfare.
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIAIS

The military-developed curriculum materials inEthis course
pgckage were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr
ination to the s4...x regional.Curricultim_Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencie..s.. The purpose of
disseminating these.courses was to make 9rrioulum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials vmtv apguSred, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners gin the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materiap which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro
val for their use Was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instriction and curriculum,development.
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The NatioNar Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission-is pzi increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-t
lems relating to individual career 'planning,
prgparation, and progression. TH National
Center fulfills itsynission by:

Generating knowledge through rdparch

Developing educational programs and
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Evaluating individual program ndeds
; and outcomes.
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C'oriducting leadership development and
training programs
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, Militiry
Ctirriculum Matorials
Dissemination Is

I.

What Materials
Are Available?

'an activity to increase the accessibility of.
militity-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

. This project, funded'by the U.S. kfice of
Education ' includes the identificatTbn and

-acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the;Cbast GUard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
pr9vided throubh a "Joint Memorandum of
Udderstanding" betifeen the U.S. Office of
Edycation and the DeOertment of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialiits, and courses
deemed applicable to vocatioi44, and tech-
nical education 'are selected tor dissemination.

The National benter for Iiesearch in -*

Vocatiotal Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's. desitnated representative to
acquire the materialsand conduct the project
activitie

Proiect Staff: .
4

WeSley E. Budke,PhD., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

BO irley. A. chaSe,
Project Director

7

How Can These
Materials'Be Obtained?,

10/

One hundred twenty courires on m;:rofiche
(thirteen in' paper form) artEl descriptions-of
each have been provided tethe vocational
Curriculum Coordigkition Centers and other
instructional rhaterials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include program'ened
instruction, curriculum outlirces, instructor -
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 cOurses represent the fol16wing
sixteen vocational sublect aYeas;

Agriculture
Aviationi
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical -

Food Servibe
Health

. Heating & Air
Coniftitioiting

Machine.Nop
'Manageinitnt &

OocuOaticTs- Supeniision
Conimunications Meteorology &
Matting - Navigation
4plectronics Photography
Engine Mechanics Public SeryiC9.

`1, ,,
The-numtler of couises and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mite-
dais with application to x0c4tiona1 krld
technical education are idenlified and 'selected
for dissemination.

r. I

Contact the CurriculumCooidination Center
Vpur region for information on 'obtaining

materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
vyill respond tc, your request directly or refer
youf to an instruotional materials agency

'closer tci you,
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531-74010

Cows. 0Croptton

This course is deslgned to peovide the necessary inf rmtion to perform all steps thatare required to prepare a job for processing on a computer system.: 'The course consistsof 15 lessons requiring 37 hours of tnstruction.

Introduction to Data Processing (2 hours)
Punch Card Input and Output (4 hours)
Printers (3 hours)

ft Magnetic Tape Input and Output hours)
Magnetic Disk Input and Output (2 hours)
Centralocessing Unit (2 hours)
Channels, Control Units, and Physical Addresses (2 hours)
Joh Control Language (3 hours)
Concepts in.Computer PRocessing (2 hours)
Review Computer Processing (1 hour)
Computer Processing-Exam (1 hour)
Cr,itiqbe Computer Processing Exam (1 hour)
Computer Processiag CRT Exercise (2 hours)
Computer Job Preparation (7 hours)
Computer Job Preparation Exam (3 hours)

The course contains both.student and teacher materials. PrinteoLinstructor materialsinclude a program of instruction detailing objectives, and references. ,Programmedstudent texts with review exercies and anfiwers are included for each top14\area.

o
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Section IV - Annexes

Annex A - Concepts in Computer Processin

Purpose: 'To provide the student with a working knowledge of the operating
characteristics and principles of a Central Processing Unit,
channels, control units, and Input, Output and Input/Output media
and devices that are included in a complete computer system
configuration. To give the student the necessary information to
prpvide and perform all the steps that are required to prepare a
job for processing on a computer system.

NTRODUCTION TO DATA PROCESS NG

DP-5K-A- 0

Hours 2 1C 10

Objective: The student-will identify types pf computers and select the
elements and components of a computer system.

Tasks Supported: 2.3,

References: Modern Computer Concepts IBM 360 3eries/Edward J. Laurie

PUNCH CARD INPUT AND OUTPUT

DP-5K-A-21

Hours 4
2C, 2PE2

Objectives: The student will identify the characteristics of punched cards
and list the proper handling and storage procedur!s for
punch card input/outt_types of card damages to computer cards,
and error conditi9ns-8h inout/output. devices.

Tasks Supported: 1.12, 1.13, 1.14, 1.15, 1.16, 1.29, I-. 2.3

References: IBM System 360 DOS Operation Training Manual
IBM. System 360 DOS Training Manual, Book.of Illustrat on
Data Processing Activities, Mgt Procedures and Standards
AR118-7,
Soldiers_Manual - FM 12-740 1/2
IC 12-71-50 PT The BO C6IumnIGenera1 Purpose Card

No7A 5Ec-r<rNs X +1IL AVE BeeN beLeTets Due, -To rim_rrAR.y- sPeCIFIC MATeitiAL.

190-A



PRIV

DP -5K-A -22

Hours 3

Objective: The student will identify the characteristics of computer
printers, formt, carriage control, printer errors, and the
operator's responsibility in regards to computer printer and
.:orm storage requirements.

3C

Tasks Supported: 1.17, 2.3, 2.10

References: - Printers, Irving L. Nieselman, Data Products,.pp 52-70,
Mini-Micro System, Jan 78 (Monthly)

- Business Data Processing, 4th Ed., 1975 Prentice-Hall, By
Elias M. Awad, Englewood, NJ
AR 18-7

MAGNETIC TAPE INPUT AND OUTPUT

DP-5K-A-23

Hours 2 U 1C 1PE2

Objectives: The student will identify the characteristics, and the proper
care and handling procedures of Magnetic Tape Input and
Output.

Tasks Supported: 1.22, 1.31 1.32, 1.35, 2.2, 2.3, 2.6

References: Business Data Processing Elias M. Awad, Prentice Hall Inc,
Fourth Edition

7 190-A



DP-5K-A-24

Hours 2

Objective:

MAGNiTIC DISK INPUT & OUTPUT

2C

The student will ideAtify the 'characteristics of Magnetic
Disk, and the environmental conditions that effect the
r:ecording capabilities of magneticidisk.

Tasks Supported: 1.35, 2.2;2.3

References:

OP-51( A-25

Hours 2

Objective:

Moder Computer Concepts
Introduction to:Data Processing
Business Data Proces$ing,

THE CENTRAL1R0CESSfNG UNIT

The student will identify the elements
functions of the Central Processing Un

Tasks Supported: 1.36, 2.6, 2.14

References,:' Locally prepared materia s

Modern Computer Concepts i

Introduction to DP, Crawford
Business Data Processing, Awad,
Introductjon to DP, Feingale

1C 1PE2

characteristics and
t. .

5



DP-5K A-26

Hours 2

Objettive:

Tasks Supp

RefereriCew

DP-5K-A- 2

'1:laurs

Objective:

CHANNEC ,CONTROL UNITS AND PHYSICAL ADDRESSES'

2C

The student will identif? the function's and characteristics
of channels,Interface Control units and physical addresses.

t 1.35, 2.4, 2.9

IBM !r4gramed1TInstruc ipn Course- R29-92564
IBM Tgtroduction to IBM*,Data Processing System

J6B CONTROL LANGUAGE

U

The sttident will identify the steps'
and the characteristics and function
units,-program libi.aries, program me
The student will identify the functi
language statements.

Tasks Supported: 1.12, 11'29, 1.35, 2.9

Referl ces:

20-1683)

1C 2PE2

of progress development
s of file names, logical
ssages and control cards.
ons of job control

DOS Job Control for Assembler Programers
DOS Job Control for COBOL Progremers
IBM aos Basic Operator Training (Student Text)

(
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CONCEPTS IN COMPUTER PROCESSiNG

DP-5K-A-33

Hours 2
2C

Objective: TheAstudent will list the funetiont of memory area iden-
tifiers, memory area priorities, the benefits of disk JCL,the characteristicsiof job streams, the characteri ics'of
single proge and multiprograming process)ing, an&nory
distributinn.

,
Tasks Supported: 1.35 1.3 2.9

References: Locally prppaéd materials

REVIEW COMPUTER ,PROCESSING

OP-5K-A-34

Hours 1
1C

Objectiv ,The student will bc able to answer the quegtions on the
Computer Processin13 ExaA -(0P-5K-A-35), using the handouts ofthe previous lessons..

Tasks Supported: 1,35, 2.2, 2.3, 106, 2.6, 2.14, 2.4, 2.9, 1.12 1.29

Referen-es: Locally prepared materials'.

COMPUTER PROCESSING EXAM

DP-

Hours
1

Objective: The student will answer all questions on the Computer
Processing Exam.

Tasks Supported: 1.12, 1.29, 1.35, 1 36 2.2, 2.3, 2..4 2.6, 2.9 2 4

Ref'erences: Locally prepared materials.

7
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CRITIqUE COMPUTER

OP-6K A-36

Hours 1

ESSING. EXAM

Objective: The student will6be al:11)e to correctly an
previously ansibred incorrectly by stu
Processing Exam (OP-5K-A-35).

Tascs Supported: 1.12,1.29 1.35; 1.36 2.3 2.4, 2.9, 2.14

I.

thqse questions
cater

'

Ref&ences: Locally prepsred materials.
4

1

COMPUTER PROCESSING CRT'EXERCISES

OP-5KtA-37

Hours
Li 2PE1

6

Objective: The student wiT1 select the'operating characteristics of in-
put/output media, and devices, functions of channels, cdn-,
trol units and physicil addresses, functions of JCL, and
functions of memory arias.

Tasks Supported: 1.12, 1.13, 1.14, lmig, 1:16, 1.17, 1.22, 4.29, 1630, 'N

1.31 1.35 1.36, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6,62.9, 2.14

Referenoes:

DP-5K-A-41

Hours 7

Objective:

COMPUTERsjOB PREPARATION

7PE1

The student will cdrrectly interpret computer run instruc-
ticms to determine preparation requirements for processing ofjob on a computer system. The student will correctly preparea entrol and assemble a JCL Dec, and prepare tape labels for
a job to be procesxed on a computer system.

Tasks Supported: 1.12, 1.13, 1.15, 1.17, 141, 1.28, 1 29, 1.30 1.32,
135, 2.3, 2.9

References: Lbcally prepared material.

11 190..A



OP-51( A-45

Hours 3.1,

Pot

COMPUT R JOB PREPARATIOj ZXAM

3E

4

Objective: The student will'interprei a set of computer run instruc ionsand transcribe information from computer run instruction
blank tape labels,. prepare 4 progr cvs,trol card, and i
JCL and deck is complete and accurate.

4-1-4sks Supported: 1.12, 1.1126.1.15, 1 17, 1.21, 1.28 1.29; 1.30, 1.32,
1.35,1 2.3r,- 2.9.

,

References: Locally prepared'ynatex. a
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Chapter 1
ntroduct1on to OP,

INTRODUCTION: the concepts of a computer have been inX stenct for many-vars. The ibacus- (See illustratioh #1is a. perfIct exampldrof how.these concepts were died toperfonn-calculat.icns by slidtng counterslaleqg rods or,ingroces to get a numeric total for a givEn, -problem. ' Theadding machine serves the same function by providing a'nu-meric total by mechanical Means:4dding machines, were widelyusedteFealFd keeping and.the prelpration of'reports in theArmyPrior to World War II. -A9 th* Amy. 4rew and more in-formatibm had to be maintained, a means to process this in-formation (Data). by electrical/medianical methods had to ,beaflopted. Later,as-these
processinglrequirtments (data proc-essing) i creased, elettronic computers were introduced intothe ArmY meet,the increased requirethents. AG a computeroperator y u wl1T be required to work with an electroniccomputer.

Arithmetic ispeformed on an
abacus by movi'n,g the appropriate r
counter beads up or downe

1.1
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B. OWCTIVE The objective of this chApter is to giveYou the necessary information to:

1 '.Correctly:identify and giveethe.purpose ofanalog and dilitAl coputers; plus, Present:severalexamples of leach.

2: Oiffertntiape between the,three basic elementsof a cOmputer.system.

A

1. Correctly identify te Nye functional
compci+leits of a digital comput

4. .corre.ctgy idintify thqie terms that are associatede4q41 the phy5jcal elements of 4"data processing system.

C. TRAININW1DS: The supportive materials needed for thisc apter: None. Th,

le"

A

1.2

t

150-A
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TRAININO:
6_

als1. "Arialgg and Digital Computers: There are two major
kinds of computers, those called analog, and those called.diqita1.

a. The analog computer. is used to measure processet
whi(:h are continuous. The speedometer, of an automobile is
.an example .of an analog computer. (Soe Illustration #2).
rhe speedometgr needle has_pn infinite number of positions
that it can talce.around a Caduated dial. The speed meas-
tarement is continuoui and may not be exactobut it is close/

, enough for the purpose. -Other examples of analog computers
Are the common thermometer,, slide rulel scales..and the blood
precsure cup.

1.3 150-A
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Aborr.4.4.

b. The digital computer is more exact and worksin graduations or discrete units. The fingers on your handcan be used as an illustration of a digital computer. Themaih characteristics of digital-computers are speed, accu-rracy, and ability to perform preplanned operations. ,One ofthe most
significant chiracteristics of a digital computeris that a series of operations can be planned, and desired,results may be obtained with very little human intervention.While 'analog computers measure and answer the oues.tion, "HOWmuch?" The digital computer answers the question, "Howmany?" The digital computer is stower than the analog com-puter but is much more accurate. *The compUters used by Armycomputer operators are almost always the digital type. Dig-ital.computers are capable bf storing large quantities of-hile analog computers normally are not used for stor-.data. Now that we have covered the two basic kindsof computers, we are ready to coder the three basic elementsof a digital computer. A%

e
2. The Three Basic Elements. The three basic elementsof any digital

computer system, no matter how small or howlarge it may'be are Input, Processing and -Output.

Input
Proce4ging,

r-------------

Add The
Numhvrs

1.4
150-A



'a. Input: 'the term input is used to describe the
entry of data and/or instructiOns Into Lcomptiter system.
The keys (kiyboard) on an adding machine pre used to feed
lata :into the machine, ,as a result.the keybo4rd would be
described as an ihput device. On thcotheitand, th6
numbers that were keyed into the machine would be consid-
ered input data. -The document such as theInvoice, pty
record, or.supply requisition, from Which the informtion
was gathered for entry into the adding machine is referred
to as an input source document (See Illustration #4)..

Input

Device

Thl, information on the source document will not he accepted
by tSe adding machine unless it was converted to a medium
t at it can. interpret. Likewise,' a computer system will not
_accept data until it has been converted.to a medium it can'
intorpret. 'Once this data has been cOnverte4 this media ..
'rill be out into the system by'the use of one of several
nput devtces. The type of input meola for a coMputer sys-

tem depends on the type of input devices that come with the
ystem.

1.5
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a

b. Processing: The manipulation of data within acomputer sYstemis called processing. After the data hasbeen converted to an input media and entered into the systemthrough an Input device, the data can now be processed tosatisfy a pfedetermined requirement. The type of processingfunctions done by the computer system is determined by a setof computer instructions (computer program). The BasicFunctions of processing are: Classifying, Sorting,
Calculating, Editing or Selecting.

(1) Classifying:- The term classifying isused to describe the function of assigning a group.of relat-ed facts (data records) to a given category. An example ofthis is to classify 4graduates of the Computer Operator AITCourse as 740's while graduates of the Infantry AIT Coursewould be classified aS 118's.

(2) Sorting: Sorting is the arranging cfdata records in a desired sequence. One example is toarrange the data records of the students in a Comput r Oper-ator AIT course in alphabetical order according to theirlast name.

(3) Calculating: Calculating or computingis another basic function of processing. This is accom-plished when the computer adds, subtracts1, divides or multiplies data to produce useful results.

(4) Editing: One function of editing is todetermine that the input data is correct. An example ofthis is to makE sure that the input da a is personnel data
rather than equipment data, when the c&iputer is work'-,g ona personnel system.

(5) Selecting: Selec is the processing
function of putting from a large amount of data certain datawords or items that require special attention. -An example

.of this is selecting computer operator records from a per-Spnel data file to determine how many operators are there.

c. Output: 'The term output'isaused to describe thegathering of data from the computer system. In the exampleof the adding machinet the output of the machine is that
display of the numeric total of all the"numbers that were
added together. The output media in this example would be
Printed output. The type of output media of a computer sys-tem depends on the tYbe af output devices that are connectedto the system.

1.6
150-A



a

3. Five Fulu.i nal Components: The five functional-
components of a digital computer are: input unit, storage
unit, control unit, arithmetic/logic unit, output unit.

a. Input Unit: The input unit is that componentwoich performs the function of reading or translating input'data into the computer readable language. Once the data hasboon put on a media 'that the computer system will accept, annput device which is part of the'input unit, will read theinput media Irto the computer system.

b. Storage Unit: The storage unit of a di ital
is that component which is used to store data orcomputer instructions. The Storage Unit nonmally consistsof ntrnal and external storage.

(1, Internal Storage: Internal storage is nor-mill% u.,ed t) temporarily hold data and computer instruc-t,-)n,, for the actual processing of that data. This type ofage resides in the actual computer itself.

External Storage: On the other hand exter
. s used to store data or computer instructions

:le the computer. The reading or writing of the data
ancl ,:omputer instructions to and from this external storage

omolished through the use of input/output devices.

c, Control Un t: The control unit is that func-
.omponent which directs the computer in overall per-

1,F.Ince of operatiuns. This functional component receivesin storage an electronic copy of each instruction one at,r1t, in a predetermined sequence. These instructions areerpreted to determine what type of operation is calledfnr. 3nd then the control component activates the necessary-*0:trical impulses to perform that operation. In otheri. all computer ins*ructions are executed under the
'-nri-4.3te direction of the control component.

U. The Arithmetic/Logic Unit: The arithmetic/logic
functMnal component is responsible for the calcula-tn or other ttinipulation of data. The arithmetic/logic

component ,-eceives an elc,ctron'c copy of data from'the stor-
19e ccimponent and pr2rforms the 1r4thmetiL operations such assubtract;on, and,division as wellas the lOgicAl operions primarily concerned with testing.This ability to test a given condition is the result ofprogIimmed computer instructIons.-

1.7
150-A
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e: The Output Unl The output unit is that com-.ponent which perfarms,the f nction of writing and/or inter-preting output data. Once the data has been processe'd the-computer will instruct an.output device to generate the out-put. Output may be considered as modified data or updatedinformation. It may be in machine readable form or it maybe in humaq readable form.

Illustration #5

The Five Functional Components

Contro

Unit

Arithmetic
/Logic
Unit

Input

Unit

Storage
(internal)

Unit

butput

(external)

Storage
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4. Phy , ments: The phys cal elements of a cam-
v.i'er center are hardware, software, and personnel.

a. Hardware: Hardware s the actual nuts and
See Illustration #6) it is the machinery of an elec-
lata processing system. Hardware consists of the .

er Ind the input/output devices that are connected to
tho computer. A 1 this machinery makes up the hardware of a
,nputer

1.9 150-A



. b. Software is another physical elemmnt of a com-puter center (See Illustration f7). Software is the pro-cedures and programs found in a computer center. Dcamplesof software are computer systems manuals, computer systemdocumentation and computer instructions (computer programs).

Illustratipn #7

softw
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,ihe final physical element of a computer-center
is its-personnel. These are the folks that-are responsiblefor the IntFgrity of the data remived, processed, and dis-
tributed as output. 8ou as a computer operator Kill be partof this team of data processing personnel.

Other personnel thatyou Will have some contaci with in yourinstlllation are:

The Data Processing Installat p (DPI) Manager: Hiects
-Pponsible for the overall management of the installation.

Mid-management Supervirs: There will be supervisórs
each section of the DPI such as the Programming, MaintO-

n,;:e and Operation Sections.

Programmers: These individuals are ?'esponsible for .

ng computer instructions and maintaining these programsin the installation.

System Analyst: System Analysts communicate with people
egard to developing programs that meet their needs.

Shift Supervisor: This individual will be your immedi-
ate supervisor. He is responsible for the overall operationhe computer room dwPing his shift to include theso-wvision of the operators.

;6) Computer Scheduler: He is responsible For the
scduling of all processing on the computer system.

'lout/Output (i/O) Clerks: You m perform this jobo voJr installation. I/0 Clerks perform the function ofdling and accounting for all computer input and output
Aistallation.

L'.trarian, This is another job you may perform. The
rian is responsible for maintaining the library .t

rnation in tile installation.

nip User: Even though the use, Tay or may not oe part
cumputer center. without vie oser the !nitallation

ilave no purpose; The 0;er ic th'? command or individ-
ual that ,,,our installation servis. The user is the one
thAt uses the nesull.s, Of Lne pwncessing in his daily
maflt1ge.1Pnt aril activities.

1 -A
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E. SUMMARY During this block of instruction, we havelearned the ollowing:

1. The difference in analog and digital computers.

2. The three basic elements of a computer system
which are input, processing, and output.

3. The five functional components of a digital com-puter which are the input unit, storage unit, control unit,arithmetic/logic unit, and output unit.

4. The three physical elements of a data processing
system which are hardware, software, and personnel.

F. CONCLUSION: Automatic.Data Processing has spread to
every phase of Army life., The quality of work you do in thefield will affect many people's lives, maybe even your own.Become a professional.in your field by starting now to learnall you can about data processing in this course And in theUnited States Army. Your future depends upon you.

33
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INTRO TO OATS PkOCESSrNG

. SELF EVALUATION

Situation: You are in a claslrooM about to take a Science and Arithmetic
test, ylur instructor gives the following items to solve the test
problems and to,record your f dings.

,wES
are?-

A clalculator ' A qu tion sheet
A thermometer An an 'er sheet
A pencil A par clip
An.eraser A speedometer

,t,N 1. Among these items the, examples of an input source document

A. Calculator E. Answer sheet
B. Paper clip F. Thermometer
C. Questiuo sheet G. Eraser
n Pencil ' H. Speedometer

Amnng these items, the examples of an analog computer
ar,!?

A. Answer sheet E. Thermometer
B: Question sheet F. Pencil
C. Paper clip G. Eraser
I. Speedomdter H. Calcblator

The five functional components of

Output

Input unit
C. StOrage unit
O. Input

QUESI N 4. The thr

OLa?;;t

a digital computer are?

E. Arithmetic/logic unit
F. Output unit
G. Control unit
H. Processing

basic elements of a computer system are?

A.7 Oe.put
B. Input unit
C. _Stor4w,
D. -Processing

Amoog these tems

A. lrtin9
8 ntin

Ca cula

D. Editing

E.1 Output unit
F. Sorting
G. Input
H. Control unit

.he examples of processing are?

3 ,1

E. Inputing
F. Classifying
G. Outputing
H. Selecting

150-A



QUESTION 6. Among these items the personnel physical elements of dataprocessing installation.are?

A. Operator
E. Control programs

Card Reader F. System manualsC. Disk Drive G. I/0 Clerk
0. Librarian H. Tape Drive

1.14 150-A



SOLUTIONS

Chapter 1, Introduction to DP

Sut4t1on Reference

I c 2(a)
2 e, d 1(a)
3. b, c, e, f, g 3
4. a, cl, g 2
5: / a, c, di f, h 2(0,
6.,) a, d, g 4c

e:25
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INTRODUCTION

1:0day, we are continuously expo'sed to.punched 'cards. We see them in the
Grovernmentchecks we receive. the U.S. Savings Bonds we,purchase, and
numernuc pther situations.

These punched cards are read by card readers, and are myrmally, punched
(:ard punches that are connected to a computer.

Ince one way we communicate with the computer is through the media of
Punched cards, it is es.sentia1 that each of you are throughly familiar
'with punched cards.

11ong w th this imowledge, you must-have a basic understanding of some of
the equipment used to read and punch these cards. ,
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I. HISTORY OF PUNCH CARD ACCOUNTING: In 1887 Dr. Herman Holler th
deyeloped.a machine to compile and tabulate census_statistics hy the use
of punched p4Or tape. That code, which is still used nn cards today,
bears his name. (Hollerith Code)

7. CARD CHARACTERISTICS:

a. An 80 colour card will Consist of:

(1) 80 vertical columns across the card.

See

Illustra 01

(2) 12 rows horizontally across the card.

b. Nomenclature: As we speak of the cards, we re er to particular
ar.eas of the card by name.

(1) Face: The face of,the card is that surface which will
normally have printing of some type on it. It is that side that shows
the card columns and rows.

?) 12 Edge: The top of the card, as we look at it, is neareSt
the "12" punching position: .,This edge is therefore referred to as the

edg

(3) I Edge: The edge nearest the 119" punching position is
roferred to as the "9" edge.

(4). 1.Edge: The 1 edge is located nearest card column 1

(5) 30 Edge: The "80" edge is located nearest card column gl.

01-02-29 3
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PUNCHING SYSTEM FOR AN 80 COLUMN PUNCH CARD'
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TRANSLATING THE PUNCH HOLE CiMBINATIONS OF AN tid
avitiN PUNCHED CARD: 6Nustration

,0 2
a. Each card cnlurnn has 1? punching positions.

"(1) A hOle in punch position7l2 in a card column is called a
twelve punch.

(?) A hole punched ifl position 11 in a card column is called an
(wen purich.

(3) A hole in punch position 0 in a card column is called an zero
owich. And so on down the card.

b. Numeric Characters: There are ten numeric punching positions
starting with the zero row through the nine row.

01-02-2. 5



(1) A punch placed in 'any of the ten punching positions (0-9) ina card Column is called numeric punching. Only one numeric character maybe placed in a &iflumn, For example: if a hole is punched in the "6"punching position, it is read as a "6" and has the value of "6".

2) The location of the hole in the card is how the machinerecogr4izes it. We can punch any one of the ten numeric punches in anythe 80 column\ in a card.

C. Alphab>'t,Characters:

(1) The 26 alphabetic characters are created by punching acombination of holes. This combination will consist of a 12, 11, or 0punch and one of the nine numeric punches 1-9 into the same column. Theway this is done, is the alphabetic letters are divided into three groups.

punch.

J-R

) The first 9 letters, A-i are associated with the 12

The second 9 letters, J-R, are associated with the 11

The remaining letters, S-Z with the zero punch.
S-Z (0)).

2 The 12 punch and the 1 punch creat s the letter A, a 12 punchand the 2 punch creates the letter B and conti ues in sequence to the 9punch for the lett& I. Then we start with the 11 punch and a 1 punchwhich creates the letter J, continuing in sequence through 11 punch witha 9 punch to create an R. The 0 punch, and the 2 punch creates thelatter S and this is continued in sequence thru 0 punch and a 9 punch fortne letter Z. f:hen stlrtinq the last S letters with 0 punch, the onenunc?, is skipped over !.,ecause it is so close to the 0 punch.

At this time it is necessary to mention that a zero punch is a numeric,ch and is usually represented hy a (1 with a slash through it: "0",ahd the alphabetic character 0 is represented by an 0 with a line underit: "0".

Punch
and

A

2 . 3

11 Punch

and

1 . J

K

L

4 . M

0 Punch

and

2 = S
3 =

4 . U

-02-29



S

= F 6
. G 7

,-- H 8
9

5 V

--- 0 6 = W
=, P 7 ,z X
= Q 8 = Y
- R 9Z

c-
d. Special Characters: The 80-column punching system onsiststof

,fleven special characters. These characters are created by punching
various combinationS of punches in a column. For example;, the dollars
symbol ($), consists of the 11 punch, t he 3 punch and an. 8 punch. The
six special characters which you will be concerned with in this course
3re:

Slasn

Ampersand

(*) Aster sk

(4) (%) Percent

) Coma

(6) ) Apostrophe

01-02-29

O - 1 punch

12 punch only

11 punch, a 4 punch,
and an 8 punch.

Zest& punch, a 4 punch,
and arl 8 punch.

Zero punch, a 3 punch,
and an 8 punch.

5 punch, and an-8( punch
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Translate the prepunched card on page ,8. This will test your ability to
translate the Hollerith code. (NOTE: The translation is located ate the.
bottom of page-ll.)
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4. Card Input and Output Equipment: There are two types of punch card
devices; card readers andcard punches. Some manufacturers have combined
both the card reader and punch in the same cabinet.

a. Card Readers See

Illustration
#3

(1) Mechanical Card Readers: Cards are mechanically moved from a
card Nopper, through the card feed unit, and wire sensing brushes read
data from the cardt by making a charged contact with a metal drum through
the holes. This type of card reader has two sets of wire sensing brushes
which read the.card.

An impulse which is automatically converted from the Hollerith code, into
machine language is transmitted to the computer. These mechanical card
readers read one row at a time and speeds range from about no to 1,000
cards per minute.

(2) Photoelectric Card Readers: These high performance readers
use vacuum and belt feeds and photoelectric cells tosense the punches in
a card. The cards are read serially by column, thereby reducing the
number of photocells required.

As the card is passed under a light source in the card reader, light
passing through the punched holes activates the cells and the information
is transferred to the computer.

b. Reader Errors:

(1) Read Check

(a) Mechanical Readers: Signals the detection of a hole
count check. In other words as the card passes under the first set of
ready brushes it takes a count of the holes punched in the card. Places
this count in memory and holds it until the second set of read brushes
makes its count.

7RANSLATIDN OF PREPUNCHED CARD ON PAGE 8. - Recording Sorting, Calculating,
Ind surrarizinq are 1 basic operational steps.

11



8
Then the two counts are compared to see they are the same. If the twocounts are not equal then the read check or parity check lights areactivated. (Model of equipment depends on whether it is a read checklight or a parity check light.)

Photoelectric Card Readers: This is the det PC Lion ofinvalid, o f-punched, and mispositioned codes in a card. In other wordsthe proper amount of light from the photoelectric cell could not passthrough the hoe punched in the card.

) Feed Check 3 - A feed, check occurs when:

(a) the ca d fails 'to be read by the rea(er.

(b) the card is wedged ir the feed hopper.

Validity Check: Indicates that an invalid punch hale
combination has been sensed. This is done by checking for more than onepunch in rows 1 through 7 of a card.

Card Punch: These devices usually have two stations;

'1) Punch station

(2) Punch check station and generally punch one card row atwith an ,eracle speed of 350 cards per minute. The slowmovement ofpunching .es has generally limited the output speeds of card punches.

(3) Punch Check: Occurs when detection of a hole count
error, parity check, addressing error or translate check inthe attachedcilitrol unit. In other wnrds there was a disagreement in the hole countfrom the punch station whencompared to the hole count in the punch check
station.

-iisfePt
(1) Feed Check: Occurs when a card jams within the machine,
om the card feed hopper, or a punch clutch failuro.

anciHnq, Storage-, Card Damages and Punching errors.

a. Handlinq :n handling cards, should be taken not to twar,
late, spindle or s IP cards.

If

1? 01-0 -29



b. Storing of card stock: C rds should be kept in a warm, dry
place. When storing these cards, they should be stored under pressure in
card trays.

2

New cards should be stored flat in original boxes (2,000 to a container,
10,000 to a box). These boxes should not be stacked inore than 3 high and
in a cr-iss-cross pattern. This card stock is constructed of high-grade
paper in order to withstand repeated machine usage,

C. Warpage - is lproper stacinq and storage of
cards. It is also caused by improper climate control in the storage
area. So the location of storage is very important when dealing with
'data processi g cards.

d. Laced Cards - Are identified by multiple punching in one or more
columns that were not placed there, intentionally, that card is said to be
laced. Laced car,fr_ may occur di:ring duplication on the card punch.

e. Off-Punched Cards - The term off-punched refers to cards in which
the holes are not exactly where they belong. The holes may be too high,

tr)o low in relation to the correct punching position, or too far to
left or right. If the punch is either too high or too low, the

rushes reading the card will sense the hole too soon or too late and the
rquired function may not be perfprmed or performed incorrectly. If the
hole is too far to the left dr right, tpen the brush reading that column
may not read it all, and perhaps the beush for the adjacent column will.
Once aglin, the machine will not perform as desired.

During the past 2 hours we have discussed the punched card and its
characteristics, handling and storage of cards and some of the possible
problems that can occur with cards. We also discussed card input and
output eguipment,and error cooditions which can appear on this equipment.

The Hollerith code is the oldest and most commonly used coding system
i:sed to represent data. Your ability to use this coding system will be a
tremendou asset to you in the field and will help you easily grasp other
coding systems used in data procesSing.

01-02-29 13
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1. Item

a.

b.

C.

d.

A zone punch.
A 12 punch.
A 1 punch.
A zero punch.

The 12 edge is indicated.bY

Item C is

4 Item

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

On column 12.
A zero punch.

On 11 punch.
On roj2.
On the edge-.

a. A zero punch.
b. On column 18.
C. In column 7.
d. In.row 18.

The holler th corfe of

cL

h.

0.

G.

K.

0.

0

SELF-EVALUATION

item:

e. In row 1.
f. In column one.
g. On the one edge.
h. On the zero edge.

f.

g.
h.

F.

G.

H.

J.

f. A zero punch.
g. On .column 11.
h. A 12 punch.
i. On row 11.

e. A 7 punch.
f. In row 11.
g.. In column 11.
h. The 7 edge.

WN.

a 12 punch and a 4 punch represents the character:

f.
9.
h.

w.
I.

The hollerth code of a 12 punch only represents the character:

a. D. f. w.
b.

C.

G.

K.
g.

h.

I .

d. O. 4.

e. O. J. 6.

01-02-29 15



Not

Select t e proper,priwelees that will offset damage computer cardsed hy humi ity or temper-gture changes:

a. jarrtho cards prior 'to usaqe.
b. Condition the card staCk to the opera. inq envirmment.
c. Joggle the cards prior to usage.

Stack the cards out in the sun to dry off prior to usage.P. 5tore the cards in the computer room at least three days prto usage.
f. Clean the cards prior to usage.

Hoct from tho list below, the examples of computer card_damages thatcatisM by humidity or temperature channOs:

3. Card shrinkage.
N. Laced cards.

Warped cards.
d. /Card rusting.
e. 'Stacked cards.
f. Conditioned cards.

.t the proper procedure that will eliminate card sticinq due totatic electricity:

a. Clean the cards.
N. Remove the rubber bands.
c. Fan the cards.
d. Spray the cards with static re over.
o. Fan the cards to reduco the stiffness of the cards.
f. Stack the cards in an upright position.

Stack the cards in a horizontal position.

the toes of ci rd rolders:

a. Character-recogni n.
N. Optical rea,lor.
C. Photo-oloctric.
d. Vilidity re,Ot.w.
e. Brush reader.
f. Inter ritr ro3der.

01-02-?9



11. The example of a validity check cond tion is a:

Tnie card i ped due to humidity or temperature changes.

b. The card co n has a punch hole combination of 12, 2, 5 punches.
c. The card has boles that are off punched.
d. The card column has a punch hole combination of 12, 3, 8 punches.
e. The card's edge is fraYed and cannot be read hy the card reader.
f. The first set of read brushes, hole count did not agree with the

second set of read brushes count.

I?. The ekamples of a read check conditionm are:

a. The card is warped due to humidity or temperature changes.
h. The card column has a punch hole combination of 12, 2, 5 punches.
c. The card has holes that are off punched.
d. The card column has a punch hole combination of 12, 4, 8 punches.
e. The card's 9 edge is frayed Snd cannot be ready by the card

reader.
f. The fir t set of read brushes hole count did not agree with the

second set of read brushes count.

L -02-29 7 17
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INTRODUCTION

During your career as a computer operator, you will be responsib e foroperating the printers in the computer room. In this lesson you will begiven a preview of printers you may encounter. You will be introduced tothe most common printers being used in data processing installations. Theprinter is a very important device. It translates the results ofprocessing in a legible permanent copy (hardcopy) which can easify beunderstood by those unfamiliar with ADP.

A huge amount of work is accomplished before we receive the printout from,the printer. Most often the user never sees the work being performed butonly the results. It will be your responsibility as a computer operator toinsure the user receives the best possible output. It is important for
that reason to become aware of computer printers and their operation.
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BODY

1. offrinters: The computer printer ;can be one
tw YD-?;. Thesr! tyPes are:
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a. Chain Printer: A chain printer's mechanism
consists of a series of sections, normally five sections See
arranged side by side. In a five-part chain, a complete Illus-
et of alphabetic, nwneric, and special characters are tration
included on each section. The Chain is mounted horizon- al

taily and revolves from left to right at a constant
speed. As the chain rotates, hammers located behind the
computer form are timed to select the desired character.
The inked ribbon between the character and the hammers
leave an imprint of the selected character. The chain
printe prints at a speed of a line-at-a-time. Maximum
speed f a chain printer is 2500 lines per minute.

4 01-03-29
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h. Orum P nter: A drum printer employs-a solid See
(ylindrical drum with raised characters around it. Only Illus-.
one.character appears across one row pf,the drum. As 'tration
the A-row passes the line to be printed, hammers behind #2
the ,:omputer form strike the form against the drum,
causing one or more A's to be printed. As the-B-row moves
into place, any print position requiring the letter B is
printed in the same manner. One complete revolution of
the dlum is required to print each line. The drum
printer is a line-at-a-time printer.

01-03-29
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( . -nder.Pf inter: The printer mechanism is nor- See

inquiry device. An inquiry device is a
device used for communication with the computer system. tration
It 1,, both an input and output devIce. The computer #3
pr:hts inforwtion to the computer operator on the in-
4uIry device and the operator can key in information to
!iie computer ,,ystr:IL. The printer consists of a cylinder
with nnn ,,et of characters on the surface of the cylin-
, The cylinder i mounted in a vertical position

r,itated and moved 6p and down on its axis to
the Oiaracter for printing. After the charac-

, positioned, 3 hammer strikes the cylinder.
rtq the .winter ribbon and computer form together

Sr t te thic charac!er image. This printer wrints at
! of a t-haracter-at-a-time. Thi printer prints
4,,I.Nimum of LO characters per second. The cylinder
1 tttPr- is extremely noisy during operation and has poor

47, qua ity.

01-03-29
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d. Golf Sa 4P nt;., This printer mechani$m is a_ .

mo0Prn version of the Cylinder Printer, its main differ
ence from the Cylinder Printer is the lack of a hammer
mechanism. The print head, similar in shape to a golf
ball, stikes the printer ribber and computer form in the
same manner as the cylinder printer. The ball is ro-
tated and is moved up ud down to position the print
(tiara ter. This printer has a removable print head and

e prit balls of various print styles,may be inter-
rpi. This pri t mechanisfi, is also used tn inquiry

t

\.See

Illus-
tration

#4
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Whet, I Printer: This printer employs one set of See
,hAracters with each (haracter raised an the surfke Illus-
ut the wheel. The wheel is mounted in a vertical posi tratian
;ion and is rotated to position the selected character'. #5
When the character is pcNitioned, a hammer presses the
rihhon and form against the wheel lo print the charac-
tor. This printer is simil7r to the drum printer. The
difforeme between the two is the necessity for a wheel
for ea-h print position. This printer prints at a speed
of A charicter-at-a-time with a maximum-of 120 characters
Ifir second.

band or Bplt Print r: This printer mechanism
in the crale manner as the chain printer. The

';orence from the chain printer is the use of a
blqd Of steel or reinforced polyurethane with

iiiirwter., on the hand or belt instead of a chain
tonsistinq or sevPrJ,I sections. This category includes

wil!.-h print a character-at-a-time and models
wtilt.h print a iine-it-a-time, and is used as in inquiry
devio, r1i itr output printer,

Ol-Q3-29:
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q. Matri_x_yr jiter: This printer mechanism is lised See
IN (:onjunctinn with inquiry devices and keypunch machines. Illus-
A matrix printer consists of pins arranged in a block tration
(matrix). Behind the block-oflwires is a set of hammers #5
corro,,pondiny to'the number of wires contained in the
murk. The hammers strike the appropriate wires in the
hHck !1 cause an impression of the character to be made
In tho computer form. This is a relatively fast

h-iTio, providing there is a matrix for each print
Thic; category includes both character-at-a-

tillw And line-At-a-, imc printers.

01-03-29
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n. Daisy Wheel: This category is called a daisy See
whtl becluse of the configuration of the print illus-
nisni. The print mechanism consists of arms arranged in tration
the f-fm of a daisy which have one character at the end #7

orm. lhis me(hanism is mounted in a vertical
ri fnr prriting. The arm is pressed against the
uh, form to create the character. This printer

pl d ,haracter-at-a time and can be used in inquiry

Nonimpict_ ih- main difference between the
;;;;10.'t printer and -the impert printer is the nonim-

uf ph.si tal contact with the computer form.
1t non impact ntintPrs print hy 'icing an intricate
,,l-,trtatic or photo-chemical process. The ink jet is
An v-eption. The ink jet printer shoots droplets of
ink on tht compi;ter form to form the character image.
arml ,rum)Impact printers can print dt extremely high

.1'11 can print m page-at-a-time. Though nonimpact
,ntorS cannot print carbon copies, some models are
pat,lo of printinc; wveral original copies ir! the

tnty some mpict printers take to print the same
WHIM multipart forms. One disadvan-

'iinimpact printer is the need for specially
which increases p-inting iosts. The non-

.' pr nter s ava lahle as inqui.y device printers
1 I )1 ipti I pr ,)titput printers.
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6. omputer Forms: The computer form is available in See
sing e or multipart (more than one copy, sually ranging Illus-
from one copy to six copies.) tration

#8

Multipart forms normally use a carbon between each sheet.
However, some.multipart forms are carbonless. Carbonless
multipart forms use a special chemical coating that dis-
pers on impact to forii a character. As stated earlier,
mln:impact ori.nter use a single part form which is especial-
ly coated with a chemical but the form is different fnom
carbonless multipart forms. Nonimpact printers yse
,rms which respond to electrical or chemical processes
rather than from impact. Computer forms are continu-
&IS. They appear to be one continuous sheet, but real-
ly they are several sheets with a perforation petween
ea,:h sheet so they may be separated into single sheets
after printing.

Tht pr cess of separating forms at their perforation is
cilled bursting. Large quantities of forms are bursted
on a Llevice called a burster which is capable of
sepira.ing computer printout forms at a high speed.

mu:tipart forms are printed, the carbons are re-
movf,d from between each copy. This is called decol-
lation. The device used for the decollation process

a decollator. This process is completed
the 5,1rF,ting process.

A '! iqiard sze computer form is 14 x 13 inches and is
minufly re erred to as 1413 forms. Special size forms

are created for special applications and may vary in
width and length. The margins of the computer form have
prepunched holes called pinfeed holes which are used to
teed tne form through the computer printer during the
prinl f nq process.

18 01-03-29
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7. Carria e Control: When the printer completes the
print ng of a line on a form, the form must then be A-
vanced to allow another line to be printed. This fuvc-
tion and others are performed by the carriage. The car-
riage automatically feeds a new form into\place, ejects
the printed form and skips and spaces he form during
printing. Since forms can be various iengths and users
may desire vari)us formats, the carriage control L-it
uses a carriage' control tape to meet these needs. The
carriage control tape is made of a heavy grade paper
which is inexpensive and easily prepared. The carriage
control tape could be considered a program for printing
forms. We can prepare a carriage control tape for each
program that has printed output.



This e,iample of a carriage ców,rol
tape can control the movement of
LOflt1uUuS forms that have sheet
lengths up to 22 inches. This
tape ic available jn lengths of

print lines that correspond
tc the n n the printer;

,ihc y_er lines are called
.!Lhanne i 'thtre are 12 channe s

, o e on e carr age
tape where a print line

muct.. a channel line, an operator
(an iaue the form to be pre-

tIorwd on the corresponding
le of the computer form.

; are usually identified
chuni,e1 punches and are

nAmbered 1 through 12 depenaing
on what hannel line the hol'!
I

v A punch on channel 1

in1. rc the first line of
,-int r 4ill tif. printed on

A ;!tin,h in channel
IndikAti!.; the last

-c;nt tha'.. will bP
IfItc ! Lhe form. Channel
es '2 throuuh 1: are normally

used to posItion,Lhe form
an,,wher, ,,,.ween the first And

of print. Once the
unaunel )unches are punched in
thv tA1W, tr afriage Lontrol

0 I t,e1 (.ut And 1 ned to

!! . 1 .ar!iage

is then IlJunt.

FI t (.,!nt

whri .

0 trOlar

(-onfrO iq the fLovHment of

Pvery inrp, that i heirH
printe(1.

unit

'20 01-03-29
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When punching a carriage control
tape, a method to use is to:

a. Line the carriage control
tape so line "0", is even with the
top perforation of the form to be
printed.

b. The first line of print in
this example is the third line of
the form. Therefore, a channel 1
punch has been punched in line 3
of the carriage control tape.

c. The last line to be printed
on the form in this example is line 22
of the form. A channel 12 punch has
been punched on line 22 of the carriage
control tape. The 12 punch will cause
the carriage control unit to begin
searching for a channel I punch. As
the carriage control tape rotates and
stops at the channel 1 punch the
completed form will be ejected and a
new form will be positioned at print
line 3 and Orinting will resume.

d. If other punching positions
are required to create a particular
format, channel punches 2 through
11 may be required to be punched into
the carriage control tape. These
instructions should be received from
the programmer since the programmer
designs the format and incorporates
carriage ,.ontrol during the creation
of the program.

In the example shown, the form is
only 24 print lines long. When a
form is only a few inches in length,
the channel punches should be
repeated several times along the
length of the carriage control tape
With only one set of channel punches
in the carriage control tape, the
tape may be too small to properly
fit the carriage control unit once
the tape is cut and the ends are
glued together to form a loop.

01-03-29
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8. Form Storage Requ ements: In accordanCe to Army
Requlation 1A-7, Data PrOcessing Acti9ity Management,
Procedures and Standards, there are storage requirements
for ADP supplies which includes computer forms that you
should adhere to:

a. Computer forms w 11 be stored in an area that
will provide adequate environmental and fire protection.
At A minimum, computer forms must be stored in a con-
trolled environment like the computer room for the
purpose of conditioning it to the environment in which
thPy are to be used.

h. Shipping cartons will be stacked in a manner
til.0 will not damage the contents. Normally, the
,irtons will be stacked no more than three cartons high.
clrtonF, of computor printout forms should be stored on
pillet to raise them above the floor to eliminate the
possibi itv of drawing dampnes from the floor.

c. Computer printout forms will be kept neatly ar
rtilwd to providp ready access to the materials. High
stlndards of cleanliness in these areas will be adhered
t) in ordor to reduce risk of fire and to insure that
the computer room is not contaminated.



9. Operator Responsibi it The computer operator hasthe following
responsibilities in regard to the computerprinter.

a. The operator is responsible for mounting thecorrecl type of form according to the job instructions.

b. The operator must insure that the form 4sproperly aligned for vertical and horizontal alignment.(That is, the form must be adjusted to cause printingto begin at the first line of print.) (These con-siderations are similar to that of,a standard officetypemriter.)

1. The print pos, ion or vertical alignmentto setting the margins of a typewriter.

2. The horizontal adjustment is similar topositioning the paper in a typewriter.

c. The operator is responsible for mounting thecorrect carriage control tape as stated in the job in-structions and adjusting the carriage control tape asstated in the job instructions and adjusting the car-riage control tape to the correct print position.

d. The operator performs preventive maintenancemited to cleaning the inside and outside surfaces ofthe printer. The operator must take precautions whencRaning the interior areas of the printer and avoideas where electrical mechvisms and wiring are presentto prevent electrical shock to himself and possible dam-age to the printer.

pr
e. The operator is responsibl e or changing theter ribbon when it is worn out.

f. The operator is responsible for the dispositionof forms once printed to include labeling per run in-
structions, marking security classifications, and
proper handling of classified forms.



?
10. Comelon Error Conditi_ons: The following errors are
most common during printer operation.

a. Form Stop or Check: This error occurs when a
form is not proper y fed and positioned in the com-
puter printer. The printer will normally halt so
corrective action can be taken by the computer operator.

b. Synchronous error: This is an error due to
the carriage control and printer mechanism being out
of timing.

c. Run-away Forms: This error is most often
caused by a damaged carriage control tape or a mal-
function in the c4rriage control mechanism. When this
error occurs, the computer forms feed through the
printer at a high rate of speed with- no printing oc-
curring. In a shbrt period of time a large quantity of
forms will be fed through the printer. Until the car-
riage contrOl unit is halted, the printer will continue
to feed blank forms through the printer at a high rate
of speed.

d. Print Check: Some printers will detect when it
ils to itTiiiii-ifThe requested characters on the line
printed. This error is normelly caused by a hardware

malfunction. Normally, the printer will try to print
the line again.

11. We have discussed the computer printer,
computer forms, form stora2 requirements, .:arriage
cont ol and operator responsibilities.

24 01-03-29
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In later lessons you will be given the opportunity to operate a
computer printer and inquiry device. If you do well on the
self-evaluation for this lesson, you are.ready to continue.
Should you have trouble with the self-evaluation, take time ,

to review your handout. It is important you know this material
so you will better unnerstand your lltPr lessons on the computerprinter.

01-03-29 25



Self-Evaluation

1rue or False. An impact printer is a printer that makes physical
(Intact with the form during the printing process.

Uomputer printer speeds are measured as

A

A. 1.haracter-at-a-time

*int po io -at-a-time

-at-a-

t-a-time

,ons per hour

the list below, those printers which are impact printers.

hain

.!erographic

alse. Imvac p make phys cal chtact with the computer
n1 the rlot I process-

True se. Nonimpact pri ters are caoahle of printing multipart
for-us

if F

rnst,
Most noniToact printers pri

ir photn chemicll process.

p

.)r t

fot'm.

it

Hquiry j tçc e:1

r

nq an intricate

-,ommun1catinn

the pr ter when to

01-03-29
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Self Evaluation (Continued)

10. Select the functions performed by carriage.

a. eject the printed form
h. spaces the form during printing

0

c. prints the form

d. separates the form at the perfora

feed new forms into place after a form is printed

True or False. The carr age control tape can be considered a pro-gram for printing forms.

True or False. The chanrel 1 punch indicates the last line of print.

True or False. There are normally 12 channels in a carriage controltape.

True or False. Channels 2 through 11 are uwd to position the
between the first and.last line of pr nt.

15. True or False. Computer forms are continuous.

6 True or False. The operator is respons'le for- all pre-
vent ve maintenance for the computer ori ter.

Cartons of computer forms normally should not be stacked
than:

10 high

3 high

c. 6 high

d. 5 high

0 03-



Sel EvAluat in (Continued)

18. The operator is responsible for

a. changing the printer ribbon

cleaning of the interior and exterior surfaces of the
printer.

indnyl y the print mechanism

lbeHnq prirted forms per run instructions

Iv. irue or False. A synchronous error is an error due to the
arriage control and printer mechanism being out of time.

true or False. A Form Check or stop occurs when a form is
not properly onsi 'oned or fed in the printer.

28 01-03-29



1. True
2. a, c.,4
3. a., b., e.
4. True
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. False

10. a., b.
11 True
12. False
13. True
14. True
15. True
16 False
17. b.

18 a., b., d.
19. True
20. True

01-03-29
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INTRODUCTION

Magnet c tape was a tremendous addition to data processing. Unlike the
punch card wfiich is a permanent record, the magnetic tape can be used overand over again. If yoi consider costs, magnetic tape is both effective andinexpensive. We can stone huge amounts of data in a fraction of the space
required to store the same amount of data on punch card and at the fraction
of the cost.

In the field you will use a large amount of magnetic tape for processing.
The material in this lesson is designed to provide you with the knowledge
required to handle most situations you will encounter in your installation.
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1 Physical Characteristics: Computer magnetic tape is very
sim lar to the tape used in many home tape recorders. However,
even though there are similarities, recording mu,,ic is nowherenear the same as recording computer data. A slight error in amusical note might not be detected by human ears but a slight
error in computer data that is recorded would surely be detected
by an individual when he receives his paycheck. This is why the
recording of data must be very accurate. A tiny speck of dustwhich would not interfere with the recording of music could
prevent accurate recording of data. Small imperfections that
result in lost data on magnetic tape can cause an entire com-
puter job to be rerun on the computer. This is a waste of
valuable computer machine time. Magnetic computer tape must he
of the highest quality, free of any imperfections and thoroughly
tested for errors before it is used on the computer. The manu-
facturing of magnetic tape is really very simple. Long strips
of clear flexible plastic serves as a base. This plastic is
very thin, about as thin as a cigarette paper. These plastic
strips are coated on one side with small particles of iron oxide
mixed with a binding agent. After the magnetic layer hardens,
the strips are tut into 1/2 inch ribbons, wound on reels and
tested for errors. The tape width does not have.to be 1/2 inch.There are different widths for different applications, but 1/7
surely is the most common. The length of the tape can also
differ. A full reef of tape generally contains 2400 feet of
tape but lengths as short as 50 feet can be used. A full reel
of 2400 feet of tape weiihs about 4 pounds can contain data
equivalent to that of 480,000 punch cards punched in all 80
columns. The cost to the Army today is about $15.00. The reel
that the tape comes on is made of durable plastic and varies in
size to accomodate the different lengths of tape. The 2400 footreel is most common, it is approximately 10.5 inches in diameter.
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In the back of the reel is a round groove. This groove
s for a plastic ring. The ring must be placed in the

back of the reel to enable the tape drive wh!ch reads
and writes the data, to write on the tape. This ring is

,called a read/write ring. Because the wn iting operation
Oestroys any previous data on the tape, it is necessary
to remove the ring if the data is to be saved. If the
ring is removed, no recording can take place and the
data is protected against any accidental writing which
could erase valuable data. A good statement to remember
as a self-promoter when using the ring is "no-ring -

no write". A tape that contains no data or data that See
may be written over and destroyed is called a scratch Illus-
tape. Once valuable data is recorded on a scratch tape tration
it is called a output tape and saved for later use. #1
After the data is no longer needed, the tape becomes
a scratch tape again and the cycle is continued.

There are many different ways to store data, you've
already seen that information can be storA in the
form of a punch card as a secondary storar9 media,
so why do we need magnetic tape? You already know
one reason - size. Which would you rather carry
around, 480,000 punch cards or one reel of magnetic
tape? Another reason is speed. The card reader
reads at a maximum rate of 1,000 cards per minute.
The device which reads data from tape can operate
approximately 100 times faster. Therefore, the
central processing unit can get information much
faster from magnetic tape.
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2. Data Reading: Information is written on magnetic
tape by magnetizing areas or spots in parallel rows.
The magnetized spots, called "BITs" are positioned See
across the width of the tape. Thus data becomes a Illus-
series of "BIT columns" along the length of the tape. tration
Each,of these columns (BIT columns) can represent an #7
alphabetic, special character or numeric DIGIT.

Just as we have rows in a punch card we also have
rows on magnetic tape. However, these are not called
rows, instead they are called TRACKS. The number of
tracks a tape drive has depends on the type of tape
drive recording the information. Tape drives are
designed as seven or nine track drives. Nine track
drives are most common. An example of-a nine track
bit configuration is shown on the illustration.

The word density" refers to the amount of information
which can be stored on a given length of tape (amount
of BIT COLUMNS per-inch). There are different
densities for different tapes and tape drives, with
the most common being BOO and 1600 B1TS-PER-INCH (BPI)
This means we can put BOO or 1600 BIT columns or
characters on 1 inch of tape. This tells us that the
information in a punched card (80 columns) fully
punched can fit on 1/20 inch of magnetic tape, if
written at a density of 1600 BPI.

Records on a tape can contain any amount of characters.
Unlike the punched card which can contain only 80
characters. One record is separated from another
by a blank space approximately 6/10 of an inch long.
This is called the inter-record gap (1RG). Sometimes
two or more records are grouped together, this is
called a Block of Records. Block of Records are
separated by a gap like the inter-record gap called
a inter-block gap (I8G). Blocking saves tape space
pid speeds data input since the tape drive will not
tve to stop and start as often during the reading

and writing process.
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parity bit has
!)een added since
four is an even
number.
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3. Parity Checking: The computer system uses a check-
ing process called parity checking to insure data is
written or read correctly. Parity checking insures
valuable data is not lost due to tape damage or machine
malfunction.

In each column used to represent a character or digit,
a space for a parity bit is available in the column.

In the example shown you can see this space indicated
by the letter "P".

A system designed for odd parity checking will count
the bits required to represent the character or Jee

digit. If the total is an even number, the system Illus-

will add the parity bit in the parity bit location tration

so the total will be an odd number. Each column #3

will have a odd number of bits. When the.columns
are read, the system will sense an error if a column

has an even number of,bits. The example shows odd

parity checking.

A system designed for even parity checking will
insure each column has an even number of bits by
adding the parity bit when a column has a odd number
of bits needed to represent the character or digit.
If a column has an odd number of bits when read,
the system will sense a data error.
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4. Storage: A reel of tape must be protected at all
times. The wraparound bland protects the tape oh the
reel and the reel itself. The wraparound 4,and pre-
vents contaminates from contacting tape surface
and also prevents the rel from warp . The wrap-
around band is a thick plastic strip is wrapped
around the tape and connected by a simple nlarstic
locking'device.

Some ihstallations store and protect tape by storing
them ia a plastic container called a canister: The
canister consists of two sections that is locked
together by turning a handle located on the top
section of the canister.

5. Data Recording Review: We have discussed how
information is recorded on magn-tic tape. You have
learned:

a. Small magnetic spots called bits are used
to represent characters or digits on the surface
of magnetic tape.

b. Density refers to the amount of information
that can be stored on a given length of tape.

c. Records can be grouped together in a Block
of Records. Blocking records reduces the amount of
space needed to store records and saves time when
the records are read.

d. Parity checking insures valuable data is
correctly read or written.

'See

illUs-

tratioH
04
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Magnetic tape files are
sequential files

,

Illustration #5



6. Sequential File: In a previous lesson you learned
that ;a group of related records is called a file. A See
mitgnetic tape file is a sequential file. A field in Illus-

a record is normally ysed to sequence a file. For tration
example, a personnel file would probably be im alpha- #5

betical sequence. The last name would be used as the
field for sequencing. All names beginning in the letter
"A" would be recorded at the beginning of the tape and
all names beginning with "Z" would bp recorded lXst.
The tape drive-is unable to immediately go to'the names
beginning in "V without reading those names beginning
in A, B, C, etc.
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7. Multi-volUme File: A file that s too large to be
recorded am only one reel of magnetic tape is continued See
on additional"reels of tape. Each tape is'called a
volume like a novel tat consists of volumes, too large tration
to be placed in only Me hardback cover. 'The vo,lumes f6
are numbered sequentially as recorded. The 'volumes are
numbered 1, 2, 3.... A file that is recorded on more
lhan one volume is called a multi-volume file% For
example, if we recorded the names of all the soldiers
in the U.S. Army; it would probably require more than
one reel of tape (Voldte): Let's assume we can ripcord
the names on three reels of tape. In our eiample the
first reel contains the names of individuals whose-names
begin in A thru H. The second reel contains the names
of individuals whose names begin in I thru M and the
third reel4pontains the names of individuals whose names
t?gin in N thru Z. You remember we discussed that a

tape file is a sequential file. In the illustration of
our imaginary file you will notice we recorded it in
'alphabetical sequence. Ttip volumes are numbered on the'
external and internal label in the sequence recorded.
Our first volume is volume I, the second is volume ?
and the third is volume 3. Also, we included 0 the
label the total number of volumes required. In the
example our first volume is volume I of 3, the second
is 2 of 3 and the third is 3 of 3. This helps insure
we mount all the tape and in the proper sequence when
read in.

1 )1



This is an example of a multi-file volume.

PERSONNEL EROMOTED OUTGOING INCOMIgG

PERSONNEL PERSONNEL

Illustration #7
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8. Multi-File Volume: In data processing Ywo main
concerns are space and speed. Sometimes, a data-

.

processing installation will i.ecord related files on cSee
one volume or volumes for these reasons. The voluMe I lus-
or volumes is called a multi-file volume. There is tration
a dislect difference between a multi-file volume #7
and a multi-volume file.

The multi-file volume is .two or more related files
recorded in a series on one or more volumes of-tape.
Thelnulti-volume file is only one file, recorded on
more than one volume of tape.

Remember the main difference is the number of f les
not volumes; Our example shows a multi-file volume
consisting of three personnel files. Our first file
is incoming personnel, the second is outgoing per-
sonnel and the third file is a file of personnel
recently promoted.

01-D4-29 17
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9. Data Formatting: We have discussed how i or- See'mation is recorded on magnetic tape. Now let Illus-
discuss how the data is formatted on the tape. tration

4r,Data can be anY records making ugia file. You have
learned that related groups of relords are called
a file.

All files on magnetic tape are separated by a series
of electrical impulses called tape marks. The tape
mark is used by the tape drive in its operation.

There are certain internal labels that can be
written on magnetic tape. These labels identify
the contents of the tape. If these labels are not
used we will have only our data preceded and
followed by a tape mark. This is called an unlabeled
tape.

If labels are used we will havl three labels:

a. Volume I label (VOL I)
Nk

b. Header label (HOR 1) before our tape mark
and data

c. Trailer Control label at the end of the data
(EOV1 or E0F1). These labels we are discussing are called
standard labels. A tape which includes these labels is
called a standard labeled tape.

01-04-29 19
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1. Volume 1 1...abel (VOL* The volum.e 1 is

a 80 position recorded written on tfm surface of See
the tape. This is the first record on the tape. Illus-
The first four positions of the record are used tration
for the label identifier "VOW. Positions 5 09
thru 10 are used for the volume serial nuMber.
The vo)ume serial number is written on the surface
of the tape.by the comuter When it is first re-
ceivqd at the fristallation. The volume_serial
number is alw written on external labels on the
tape reel. This number is unique to the instal-
lation. The installation will number their
reels in sequence and store them on shelves in
sequence to provide a systemrfor easy retrieval
from-their tape library, similar to a library
for books. This number is a permanent identifi-
cation of the reel, as long as At is used for
files, with standard labels. Should the internal
label be written over accidentally, the instal-
lation will write the number on the tape again.
This information can be obtained from the extern I
label. Positions 11 thru 80 of this record are
not normally used.
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2. Header Labe) (HDR1) Each tape has a See

header label used to identify the file recorded Illus-
on the tape. There is more than one head& tration
label on a mblti-file volume since it has more #10

.than one file recorded on the tape. This is also
a 80 position record.

3. Trailer Control Label (E0V1 or E0F1):
The trai er control label is the same as the
Header 1 with two exceptions:

a Positions 1 thru 4 will have either
E0F1 for end of file or 10V1 for end of
volume. Earlier in this lesson we discussed
how a file cao be too large to he recorded on
one volume. Each tape (volume) that contains
only part of the file would have E0V1 in
positions 1 thru 4. The tape with the last
'ecords of the file would have E0F1.

b Positions 55 thru 60 contains the total
number of blocks of records written on the
volume. The system will count the number of
blocks of records when the file is read and
checks it against the number in these positions.
If the totals do not agree, the system will
sense a block of records or more have not been
read arW a error has occurred.
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10. Tape Markers: The tape drive is a precision
devicethat must be told where usabte tape
begin; and ends on the tape reel. The magnetic
tape has two markers for this purpose:

See

Illus-The first marker is called a load point marker.. trationIt is a silver reflector 1 inch by J/16 Inch 4 011located 10 feet from the beginning of the tape.
When the tape is mounted on the tape drive this *
reflector-will he facing towards the operator.
This marker must not be more than 1/32" from the
edge of the tape. The tape drive tnterpets this
as the beginning of usable tape and will begin
reading and writing depending on the operation
at this point. The ten feet leader before the
load point marker is used for threading the tape
on the tape drive. This ten feet is the only
Portion of the'tape that the operator will touch
with his hands thus preventing contaminates such
as fingerprints and dirt from contacting tht
surfaces where data is wfitten.

The second marker is the end of reel indicator
located 14 feet from the iii-arTriNTIE--Tfas
marker is located furtherest on the edge\from
the operator when the tape is mounted on the
tape drive. This marker must not be more the'
1/32" from the edge of the tape. By locating
the marker on opposite sides of the tape, the
tape drive will know whether it is at the be-
ginning or end of the tape. The fourteen feet
located at the end of the tape has one additional
purpose besides protection from contaminates.
The four additional feet will be available for
the tape drive to write a trailer label after it
senses the end of reel indicator.

11. Care and Handling of Magnetic Tape:. The
recording and reading of magnetic tape are donei
at very close tolerances and the tape drive also
operates on close tolerances, so close, that a
particle of duSt can cause errors. It is one of
the operator's responsibilities to insure that
the tape drive is cleaned at proper intervals.
Remember the following rules when handling mag-
netic tape:
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i. Clean tape flanges frequently when reel
bands r tape 5eals are used ion-place of reel
cases.

j. Clean dust covers'periodically to assure
the canister is the'cleanest itenr in,the computer
room. Use a lint Moth dampened,with an approved
cleaner.

k. bo not uSe a reel of tape that has teen
dropped. -04mage could have occurred to the'tape
and the tape shoul be carefully inspected prior
to use.°

1. Maintain recommended temperature and
huTidity_control for tape. The smaller the
environmental change experienced by the tape,
the better the operation and reliability. Tape
will expand and/or contract with significant
temperature change. This expansion/contraction
effects the relative Position of bits of Zitha
prerecorded on tape. Reading and writing u der
such variation of,temperature will cause data
errors.

m. Keep tops of tapg driveree of a l

articles. Accidents do happen and residue or
debris can pause damage to the tape unit,or to
the tape.

n. Never use an eraser on a gum label that
is attached to the tape reel. Again, erasure
particles can adhere to the tape surface causing
read and write errors.

o. Periodically, snip da a ed 2nds of tape
on 'scratch' reels and relocate load po nt marker
if necessary.

p. Keep tape reels from coming jn contact
with clothing, as particles of dust and lint can
be picked up.

1

q. Maintain accurate pe usage lugs. ,
Accurate logs will enabl sage-inAlysis in order
to schedule tape inspectivb and cleaning.. Your
installation' will have a tape clean* machine for
this purpose.

Li
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feet from the beglfning of the tape-on the side
facing towards the operator whenr.the tape js
mounted on the tape drive. Remember t is marker
must notiebe placed more than 1/32 of an inch
from the edge of the tape.

h. The end of reel fndicator is the, same
as the.load point marker except it indicates the
end of usable tape and is located 14 feet from
the end of the'tape on the shiny side of the tape.
When viewed it.will be on the side furthest from
the operAtor wi*n the tape is mounted on the tape
drive. This marker must also be no more than
1/32 of an inch from the edge of the tape.

You are'probably wondertng why it is necessary to
know.all this when you can't read magnetic tape
with your eyes anyWay? When operating you will
come across situationsl\ren your knowledge of
magnetic tape and the.t rms involVed will easily
help you correct the situation and-get the job
going again. ,
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Magn.tic tape may he writton over again and
agai-.

Data flan he stored in a fraction of the'spice
requir'N to store punch cards when stpred on
aiagnetic..tapo.

RecordOg on liagnetic tape must he extremely
accurate. Any error can cause a problem.

4 Inv or FaIso rhe read/wr to ring is not used when recording
data.

r F,alse A scr'hch tape:is a tape which cont_lins- no
data ordata that is no longer needed and may
-be recorded over.

Magnetic tape is used for th rpasns of
ciç)ac' n1 spood.

Trio or f rhe wr4'3parour10 bind is used tn protect punch
cards.

A hit 1 magno!ir soot used to represent
10-1 on Nrigno'ic tApp.

!-.11,-,0 )u,t like theL punch cards w have rows on
mignetir tape.

10. Ao or Density refers to the amount of information that
can bo strired on a given length of tape.

I. Groux, I: records on magnetic t.,:pe are called
of rRcords,

fir ar4d5 rot blo; r.er

. iv, plre.
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104,

14. The parity bit is used to:

a. check to insure blocks of records
are not lost during the reading of
a file on tape.

b. insure a column on mtgnetic tape is
not An error.

C. save time.

d. increase speed during the reading and
writing operation.

A tape-file is:

a. a alpha numeric file.

b a sequential fi e.

a non-sequential f le.

d. a random access file.

16. True or False A multi-volume file is a file consthing
of'more than one file.

17. True or False Tape reels containing files have interval,

18 True or False An unlabeled tape is a tape which does not
use standard labels.

19. True or False

pulses separating files.

True or False

and external labels.

A tape mark is a series of electrical im-

The tape mark is used by the tape drive
in its operation.

21. TrUe or False If standard.labels are used on magnetic
'tape, there will be six labels.

22. True or F'alse The Volume 1 label is the permanent
identification.of the tape When standard
labels are used.

0 -04-29 31
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True or Fal.,r,

The header 1 label )s used to .Hentify the
contents of the tape.

The trailer control label s the ame as
the header I label'with twn exceptions.

lhe load printer marker and end of reel
indicator t,r,11 the tap. drive wher(--

,iwahlo tape begins and-ends on the tapo
r6el.

IA
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1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. True
6. True
7. 'Fal se
8. True
9. Fa 1 se
10. True
11. True
12. Fahe
13. True
14. b.
15. b.
16. False
17. True
18. True
19. True
20. True
21. False
22. True
23, True
24. True
25. True
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INTRODUCTION

In the block of instruction on magnetic tape input/oueput
you learned that:

a. It is a h gh speed input/output media

b. It can hold many data records

c. It can be recorded on many times

d. It requires very little storage area

One disadvantage that magnetic tape.has, is that if you
want to read the last record on a tape file, you must read
all the data records on the file. This actually
requires valuable computer time.
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Magnetic disk saves computer time by combining thequalities of magnetic tape with the advantage of being ableto pass over data records when,they do not need to be read.

,Before we discuss how magnetic disk is able to pass overdata records, let's first meption some of the physical char-acteristics of a magnetic disk pack.

1 Physical Characteristics of the'Magnetic Disk:

a. A magnetic disk is a metal platter which is coated Seewith magnetic oxide similar to that oxide which is on mag- Illus-netic tapes. This is where the magnetic bits that represent trationdata are recorded, or read by the read/write heads.
01

01-05-29 3
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b. When magnetic disk is being used, it is placed on a device
called a disk drive, and rotated at a high rate of speed.

When information is recorded on the surface of a platter at 00
high rotating speed, it creates a circular pattern. This circle
of data that is recorded is called a track.

See

Mu*
stration

#2
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c. On the example we are using, there are two hundred See
three (203) positions that the read/write head can be Illus-
placed, as a result a single recording surface on a disk tration
platter can have two hundred three tracks. #3

01-05-29 7
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d. A magnetic disk pack is made up of several of these See
metal platters which are stacked on top of each other and Illus-
are held together by a Central Drive Shaft tration

#4
e. The top surface of the top platter is not recorded

on, but instead is used as protection for the other recording
surfaces. The same thing is true for the bottom surface of
the last platter. The rest of the surfaces are used for
storing data which are read or written by the read/write heads.

01-05-29 9
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plItiquish Between 'Tracks and Cylinders:

a. Whenever one read/write head is positioned on a cer-
tain track on a recording surface, all the,other r4ead/write
heads are on that same track position for its recording sur-
face. This is due to the fact that all the heads move back
and forth at the same time.

The grouvof tracks at the same head position is called Seea cylinder.
Illus-

trption
05

b. In our example, we now can have 203 cylinders
because each recording surface has 203 tracks.

The numbering of these tracks and tylinders gives the
computer the ability to position the read/write heads at anygiven area on the disk pack. In turn, the computer now has
the ability to skip over data records which are not required.

3. Function of pie Volume Table of Contents iVTOC):

Let's see bow the computer can skip over this data that
is not required.

For this example, we will say that the computer needs to
find Pvt. Jones' pay record on the pay disk file.



.., ..,,, .....
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a. .:The first thing the computer would do is to go to a See
particular cylinder that would contain the Volume Table of thus-
Contents (VTOC). tration

#6

Ol-05-29 13
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In this VTOC, there will be the information that would
tell the computer if the payroll file is located on that
pack and where the index for the people on the payroll
file is located.

See
Illus-
tration
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b. The computer will tell
to the index area and in turn,
tell the computer what area or
that Pvt. Jones' pay record is

the read/write heads to go
this area would be able to
cylinder on the disk pack
located.

2 c
;

See
Illus-

tration
#8





ias

c. The computer then would move the read/write heads See
to that particular cylinder. (i.e.'cylinder 100). Illus-

tration
#9
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d. When the read/write heads, get positioned at See
cylinder 100, there would be another label or index there Illus-
that would tell the computer that the pay record of Pvt. tration
Jones can be accessed by head 47. #10

e. The computer will then request read/wr te head #7 to
read all records on the track until Pvt. Jones pay record
has been read. This reading will take place as the disk pack
revolves at a high speed.

f. Once Pvt. Jones' pay record is read, the read/write
head will stop reading data records.

4. Volume Ser al Number.

As a computer operator, it is your duty to insure that
the correct disk pack is mounted. This is done Ihrough the
use of the computer run instructions.

The computer run instructions will specify a certain disk
pack through the use of the Volume serial number. Each disk
pack has a unique Volume serial number usually consisting of
six alph-numeric characters that is written as an outside
lable (external label) to enable the operator to determine
which particular disk pack is required. The same Volume
Serial Number is also coded in magnetic bits in the disk pack
which will tell the computer which disk pack is mounted and
enables the computer to distinguish between disk packs

.nrescntly mounted on the disk drives.

So far, in this block of instruction, we have discussed:

a. How the writing of data on a disk pack creatPs data
tracks and cylinders.

b. How the computer, by using VTOC's and indexes can
skip over data records that are not required.

C. By using computer run instructions, how you as an
operator can insure that the correct disk pack is mounted
on a disk drive.

d. How the computer, by checking a Volume serial
number, can identify each disk pack that is mounted.

But none of this can take place if you do not take the
proper procedures in the care of the environment of the
computer room.

01-05-29 21
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5. Conditions which Effect the Recording Capaiblities of
Magnetic Disk.

As previously mentioned, the disk pack rot tes at high
speeds (i.e. approximately 2400 RPM). At this high rota-
tional speed, if the read/write head was to make contact
with the recording surface (oxide coating), an error condi
tion would occur. This condition is commonly referred to
as a head crash. This happens when the disk pack is warped
in the slightest way due to temperature changes (expansion
or contraction), improper handling or shipping of the disk
pack, or contaminted computer room environment.

The read/write head's distance from the disk surface is See
about 0.000075 of an inch. In comparison, a speck of dust Illus-
or a smoke particle is very large and can actually cause a tration
head crash, or data error. #11
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The disk pack, spinning at a high speed solves part of See
the problem of keeping the dust off the recording surfaces Illus-
of the pack, by creating an aifflow. This air flows through tration
a filter located at the bottom of the disk pack. The filter #12
is there to help free the disk pack of contamination. The
air is directed to the surface of each platter by the use of
vents between the platters of the disk, and tries to force
the dust off the platter of the disk. Depending on your
installation, you might be required to occasionally inspect
and even change the filter of the disk pack. Be sure to
check your unit's Standard Operating Procedures on how to go
about this if you have to change the Air Filter.

However, because of the need to keep the disk pack envi-
ronment clean, this air flow does not solve the whole
problem, it will be your responsibility to insure that the
computer room is kept as clean as possible.

In this block of instruction, we have discussed the charac-
terisitics of Magnetic disk and those conditions that
effect the recording capabilities of magnetic disk.

One of the functions of a computer operator is handling
of magnetic disk packs. A knowledge on how it works
give you valuable insight that is expected of a good
computer operator.
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SELF4VALUATION

True or False. The magnetic disk mist read all the records on a
file in order to read the last record.

True or False. The magnetic bits that represent data are read by the
read/write head.

3. True or False. When a magnetic disk is being used it is placed on a
device called a disk drive.

4. True or False. The circle of data recorded on a disk is called a
drum.

A disk pack can have:

a. 150 t..-acks c. 203 tracks

b. 240 tracks d. 198 tracks

True or False. The upper surface of the top platter of a disk pack
is used to record data.

True or False. The bottom surface of the last platter of a disk pack
is used as protection for the other recording
surfaces.

True. or False. All the read/write heads move at the same time.

True or False. A group of tracks at the same head position is called

a drum.

10. True or False. The Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) tells the computer
wherP a file is located on the disk pack.

11. True or False. Each disk pack has a unique volume serial number.

12. True or False. Temperature changes do not affect the dis1K pack.

13. True or False. The distance between the disk pack's surfaces and the
read/writo heads is so large, a speck of dust on the
disk's surface w 11 cause no problem.

26

119
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False

2. True

.3. True

4. False

5. C.

6. False

7. True

8, True

False

10. True

True

False

False
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INTRODUCTION

Up to this point in the course you have become familiar
with the Central Processing Unit and the various periph-
eral devices (I/0 devices). During the next block of
instruction, you will learn how a Central Processing
Unit is connected to these devices to create an efficient
computer system. You will he taught:

a. How special purpose computers called channel;
help make the computer system more efficient.

b. How I/0 Control Units solve the problem of I/0
device language being different than the CPU language.

c. How physical addresses help the computer
identify each I/0 device.

As future computer operators your becoming fami
with how Data Processing Equipment make up a computer
system will give you valuable insight, and will
increase your confidence as a computer operator.

01-07-29
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1. Channels: Treviously you learned how the Central
Processing Unit and the Input/Output devices operate.
If you can-recall, a Central Processi.ng Unit operating
in speeds of millionths of a second is not uncommon.
Also, remember that I/0 devices operate in speeds that
are measured in minutes and thousandths of a second;
this is slow in comparison to the CPU. Let us take a
single task for oxample. The CPU wishes to command the
card redder to rad a card and write the information
on a magnetic tape. In the past, the CPU would:

;1) ifc 7pad a card command to the card read

the card reader to read at its slow rate,

transfer the data to the tape drive, and

1 wait for thP tape drive to write the data on the
magnetic tape.

Then this cycle would he repeatod if there were more
cards to he read. During the time the card reader is
reading the card and the tape drive is writing the data
on the tape, the CPU would he wilting. This waiting is
,ommonly referred to dS an idle state. Since the card
reader and the tape drive arP SlOw devices in com-
parison to the CPU, the CPU would be idle a large
amouvt of time, since much nf the processing involves

(1 operat ions hy the card read,r and the tape drive.
This s normally true in all data processing lohs.
fooc,t of thv pro-e,,sing consists of I/0 activity instead
of CPU activity. Thl,, can result in a less officient
uce ,-)f the CPU. In reduce the im:)ont of CPU wai!'.

channelc, werie developpd,



Illustration #1
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PH

Ctl!innel',, aro basically sina I pecial purpose corn- see
puters which relieve the CPU of the burden of con- illustration
trolling I./0 operations. Once the CPU instructs #1
_he channel to perform I/ operations, the CPU can
)w return to normal processing. It can start another
.dut operation or resume processing data for that

Joh, or even start processing data for another job.
MorP than one set of input and output devices
(an be connected to channels, and through con-
current proreccing And 1/0 operations, the computer
can Appear to be doing more tan one job at once.
Now back to our example. The CPU gives the channel
the instruction to read a card, now the channel
responds and the CPU can give A different channel
the task of writing the data on the tape. So, while
the card reader is reading a card, the tape drive can
be writing the data from a card that was previously
read. Now (for all practical purposes), we have
twn thinqc going at once since the channels are
performing I/0 tasks. Alsn, tlie CPU has been fref.d
to proceY; A portion of anothe,. job while the I/0
oporatInnk, nt reading the ('Ard and writing the data
on the magnet i( tape are hoing iccomplished. As a
cosult, tho time to run a 0h An be reduced, and
the AMOuht of time available tu- processing of
dita has

Channe I jypa!,: Ihero are filo types of -hanneI
relich can (hc,tinqui.,hed hy !hi, way they ,Terate.

0(
mp

channel will work th one device urL
record Is writton t- tne devl

MUlt)p)eXOr
imp

nanne 04ith sever.il devi- s

ached to qh speci

MW

01-07-29
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3. Interface and-Control Units! In the past another see
limitation on CPU process ng time was due to the fact illus-
that each type of I/0 dev ce required a different series tration
of control signals for its operation. Today many-
different- types of devices can be attache0 to the
Centr0 Processing Unit without the CPU giving different
types of instruction for each device. This is due to the
concept of standard interface.



11#4)

DEVICE

INTERFACE INTERFACE

CONTROL
UNIT

CONTROL
UNIT

Illustration #2

11/0

DEVICE



The I/0 Interface is formed by an I/0 control unit and
a channel which sends out ;tandard 1/0 commands.

A Control Unit is a device connecting an I/0 device to
a aanne.
Any type of I/0 device whose control unit is designed
to respond to the standard signals available at the
I/0 interface may be attached to the system. The
control unit translates those standard commands into
signals the I/0 device can understand. The standard sPe
interface is at the control unit. Any device with Mus-
a control unit that can re,,pond to the standard tration
signals of the system can he used. Each time a new #3
device is developed the only requirement for attach-
ment to the system is that it has the capability
to respond to standard signals of the channel.



Illustration #3

Co
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4. Physical Addresses: We have talked about
channels, control units and devices and'how they
operate and their function in the computer system
when the Central Processing Unit wishes to command
them to perform an 170 function.



For example, it wants a tape drive to write a record
on magnetic tape. But what happens if we h*ve Six
tape drives connected to the computer system? There
must be a way to ask for a particular tape drive to
write the data. This is accomnlished by the use of
an address. The channels and devices are numbered
using the hexidecimal numbering systm The hexi-
decimal numbering system is base sixteen instead of
base two as the binary numbering system. In the hexi-
decimal numbering system, numbers 0 thru 9 remain 0
thru 9. Numbers 10 thru 15 are represented by charac- See
ters A thru F. Refer to chart number 1. Chart 1

DECIMAL HEXIDECIMAL

0

14

15

CHART I

0

1

2

4

5

8

F-

1104" 01-07-29



The computer system uses a table which includes all
the addresses of physical units (I/0 devices) attached
to the system. This table is called a Physical Unit
Block (PUB). The Central Processing Unit refers to
this table.ta check if a requested address is valid
and if the device is available. The address is three
positions in length. The first position is the number
of the channel that the control unit of the I/0 device
is attached to. The second and third positions are the see
number of the I/0 device. If we have an adçIrcs of 180, illuc
the see one is the number of the channel ar the ei hty tration
is the number of the I/0 device. #4



CHANNEL
NUMBER

Illustration #4

VICE
ADDRESS

,)
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CHART 02

ADAM

ORO

PRO

CPO

TPO

TP

TP2

IP q

TP4

TP

DK 0

Physical Unit. Address

MC (Card Reader

olloE (Prin

000 (Card Punch)

180 or 80 (Tape 11 )

181 or 281

182 or 28?

183 or 283

184 or za4

185 or 285

130 (Disk D ive)

DK 1 111

DK? 13?

DK 3 33

DK 4 134

0v5 135

36

11;:7

-07-29 1 3
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Autoirnt.ic Device Assignment Method: Each device in see
the computer room is given a unique address determined Chart #2
hy ItS device number and channel number. The Army has
Tlny installations located worldwide which use the same
programs. These programs are designed to use the same
numher of devices regardless of the total number of
leyces !h the installation. As long as the in-
stallation has the appropriate number of devices
eeded by the program, the program can be used. Some
;nstalll, ions h,ive different addresses for thei
eviCes. One insal1at ion mav have their tape drives
iHnnectel to r7hannel number one, while other in-
stallati MS May channel number two. The Army
es the Autmatic Device Assignment Method (ADAM)
-,t3ndardize an device addresses. Refer to the

oKimple. The addrec)ses on thc left are the addressPs
ed by ADAM. The address on the ,-ight are the

1ressec, for the levi,-es In the school. Refer to
k



6. During this past hour WP have discussed the
functions and characteristirs of channels, standard
interface, control units and physical unit addresses.

a. Channels relieve the CPU of I/0 control by
acting as a special purpose computer performing I/0
processing. The CPU is freed of this task and is nowavailable for processing. This results in efficiency,
and less time that will be required to run a lob.

b. Standard i terface allows the computer system
to use standard I/0 commands.

c. Control units translate standard commands
mien by the channel.

d. Physical unit addresses are used as a means
of determining location of a device attached to the
computer system.

e. The Automatic Devi.e Assignment Method
(ADAM) address is used by the Army to identify
physical I/0 devices.

As a computer operitor you will be working
th these devices and concepts daily. Knowledge

of these devices and concepts will help you become
1 clood computer operator.
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StLF-EVALUATION

Pt! and 0 devices operate at the sa P speed.

lr False. Channels are basically special purpose computers.

True or False. In Data Processing, the amount of I/0 activity and CPU
Activity for most jobs s the same.

, or FAlse. Channels help re u P CPU wait time.

Only one device may be attached tn a channel.

or lçp The channel selects and executes standard I/0 commands.

se. Channels are either the multiplexor or selector typo.

Triw or i Ilse. The ability to
con p st ind3rd interface.

yi many different I/0 devices

or False. The control unit translates the siqnals of the channel
he 1/0 device can understand.

Any I/0 device with a control unit that can respond to
the c,tAndard signals of the system.can he utilized.

Frue or False. The buffer works s an eqa11zer for high speed proc-
and high speed devices.

, or False. ifl in addsess of 184, one is the rjCvjcr number and 84
i channel number.

True or False. In an addres,; of 23t the two is the channel number
is th device number.

)1-- False. Phys Al tddresse', re thP addresses of I/0 devices.

Thv UAM rl(1(e5' r TP? represents the
represent.

01-07-2Q
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ANSWER KEY

1. False

2. True

3. False

4. True

5. False

6. True

True

8. True

9. True

10. True

II. False

Tr ue

True

5. Irrip-,

01 07-29 17
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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever wondered what tells the computer when to run a program what
program to run, where to get all the input it needs and where to put the
output it creates?

The answer to this is job control language.(JCL). The understanding of JCL
will be beneficial to you as a computer operator. JCL ir used in everyday
computer environment, and without JCL the link between the program and
computer will be virtually impossible.

At the end of this block of instruction linu will be given a list of JCL
statements. You will be able to select the proper function of that JCL
statement.
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I. PREY OUS BLOCK RECAP:

In the previous instructions you ve learned how application programs use
main memory to solve a gj.ven problem and how the programer uses logical
units for input and ou t

In the instruction on channels, control units and physical address you'vr
learned about physlcal unit addresses of the actual unit or device.

Logical units refer to an input or output device, and is characterized by
"SYS" and 3 alpha-numeric characters. On the other hand, a physical unit
address is the actual device and is characterized by a 3 alpha-numeric
address.

Fxample:

Logical Unit: (YSOI6 Physical Unit Address: TP2

If you remember, the computer has to be told what physical devices are to
be used by.the program in order to meet it's input/output requirements.
The computer will also have to be told when the program is to be brought
into memory and rar. These instructions are received by the computer
through the Job Control Language or JCL.

2 0 230
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PURPOSE Of JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE:

JCL provides instructions to the computer that will request a program orseveral program from the program library and will determine the physiCaldevices that will be used by the computer when running the program or pro-grams.. In other words, JCL is the communication link between the computerand the program.

In this block of instruction, we will see how JCL serves as the communi-
cation link between the computer and the program. Let's look at theproblem of data input from cards that need to be read by the card readprand then that data will be written to magnetic tape on a particular apit,drive.

What are the program requirements?

3. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:

What is Ahe program name?

b. What type of input media will I be using?

C. What type of-output media will 1 be using(
What is the file-name going to be?

d. What loqscal unit am I going to use for the input media?

What logical unit am 1 going to use for the output media?

Do I -ead all the input media?

What do 1 do when I'm done reading?

In order to satisfy the program r-equirements, we mus give the needed
requirements an answer.

The program name is P1914RD.

b. The input media will be on cards.

c. The output media will be on magnetic tape.
The file-name is EI9HRD.

d. The logical unit to be used hy the input media is SY3016.

e. The logical unit to be used by the output media is SYSOOf
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Read the card input from logical unit SYS016
Write that input record to logical unit SYS006
Was that the last input record?
If not, go back to the beginning of step F.

All cards are read, End The Program.

What are the computer requirements?

4 COMPUTER REVIREMENT:

a. We have to tell the computer that we are going to run a job.

b. We have to tell the comvter what device we are going to use for
Our input.

C. We have to tell the computer what device we are going to use for
our output, and the data-set name of our output.

d. We have to tell the computer to begin processing the program.

e. We have to tell the computer that the last input card has been read.

f. We have to tell the computer that the job s finished.

41-41 DA1A-SET-NAME: Is the name wrten to output magnetic media by the
computer. This name 1, supplied by the JCL. This
name cannot be more than 17 alphanumeric characters
in length. (Normally, on Army standard systems,
they will consist of 6 alpha-numeric characters.

With JCL, we can give the computer specific instructions on how and
when our program is to be run.

In order to show you, how JCL works, 's now link the program with
computer.

First, let's look at the computer reguirements......

4 ) -02-30



PROGRAM REQU I REMENTS

THE INPUT MEDLA WILL BE ON CARDS
THE LOGICAL UNIT TO BE USED IS
"SYS016"

THE OUTPUT MEDIA WILL BE ON
MAGNETIC TAPE, THE LOGICAL UNIT
LAD IS "SYS006"

AME IS EI9HRD.

R.AIj THE CARD ISM FROM 1HE
InCICAL UNIT "SYS016".

r rRA- !siPUT RECORD Is('

1.0(.11:AL UN -SYS006"

S. IS IT THE LAST CARD?

END FRE PROGRAM "Pl9HRD"-

JCL

JOB CARD-TO-TAPE

ASScA SYS016,VCRO

AM GOING TO RUN A JOB CALLED "CARD-TO-
TAPE.

WHENEVER A PROGRAM NEEDS LOGICAL UNIT
ISYS016", I AM GOING TO USE THE PHYSICAL
UNIT "CRO"

ASSGN SYS006,VTP2' WHENEVER A PROGRAM NEEDS LOGICAL UNIT
"SYS006", I AM GOING TO USE PHYSICAL UNIT

"TP2".

E19HRD,'PAN T. WHEN FILENAME "E19HRD" IS USED, I WILL
WRITE THE DATA-SET-NAME "PAYMST" TO THE
HEADER RECORD OF THE TAPE.

C Pl9HRD

DATA CARDS

1:$

(END OF JOB)

I AM GOING TO GET THE PROGRAM "P19HRD"
FROM THE PROGRAM LIBRARY AND LOAD IT TO
MAIN MEMORY AND DO THE PROGRAM
INSTRUCTIONS.

I AM GOING TO READ A CARD FROM PHYSICAL
DEVICE "CRO"

I AM USING FILFNAMI "El9HRD", SO THE
FIRST THING I MUST DO IS WRITE TEI
DATA-SET-NAME "PAYMST" TO THE HEADER
RECORD.

ERE ARE NO MORE CARDS ON "CRO"

AM ALL THROL H WITH'1'19HRD". 30. WHAT
I TO ifl NOW?

AM ALL THROUGH WIN JOB"CARD-TO-IAPE".



COMPUTER REQUIREMfl4TS AND PR REQUIR NTS:

$0:1014,1

(As mentioned earlier
4

job name is CARD-TO- TAPE.)

/1 JOB CARD-TO-TAPE

Tells the computer that we are going to run a job called
"CARO-TO-TAPE".

Next, we have to look at the program and the computer require-
ments regarding input Ind output devices.

b. The program states that the input media will be on cards and the
logical unit to be used by the input media is SYS016.

// ASSGN SYS016,VCRO'

Tells the computer that whenever a program needs logical unit
YS016, to use phyical unit CRO.

The program states that the output media w1l be on Magnetic tape
the ioica l unit to be eised is SYS006

// ASSGN SYS006,UTP2'

Tells the computer that whenever a program n6ee logical unit
'erS0061 to use the physical unit TP2.

tates that the output fi;ename will be El9HRD.

e to tell the computer that the program is going to have 31at3-sot name nf PAYMST.

_

TLEiL E19HRD,'PAYMSP

the computer that when the filename E1911R1) is used, to write
t-name 'PAYMST to the header record.

// EqC P1.9HRD

lelis t!)e computer:

(1) To get program PI9HRD from thp program library

(2)- To load the program to main memory

5
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(3) To do the program instructions

The program states; to read the input from logical unit SYS016.

This tells the computer to read a card from the card-reader CRO.

The program states. to write that input record to logical unit

This tells the computer to write the card-record to the tape on TP2.

h.

Tells the computer that the last card had heen read.

i. The program states; that once the last card has been read, to end
program PI9HRO.

Tells the computer that program P19HRO has been completed.

Now the only thing that need to be done is to tell the computer
that the job is done .....

/
Tells the computer that the job "CARO-TO-TAPE" is done.

Thert are two more JCL that we'll cover, and that is the DLBL and
TENT statements.

The DLBL like the TLBL statempnt, tells the computer that when the
filename specified is wsed, it will have the data-set-name specified to thP
VTOC of the disk. (Volume Table of Contents)

Example! // RBL El9HRO,'PAYMST'

If the output of the program we just ran s placed on disk instead
of tape, it would look like this,....

// DPI E19HR 'PAYMST'



The EXTENT statement tells the computer on which disk the data
will ,be written to, and on wt!at area on that disk the.fille_ iraolimutot

Example: // EXTENt\SYS006 111111,200,50

Tells the computer that the logtcal unit SYS006 is going to be on
the disk pack with the volumr serial number 111111, and the area speci-
fied as track 200 to track 250.

6. OIFFERENTIATING BETWErA A JOB AND A JOB STEP:

If we have several progr,,i7.(: to run in one job, ea h program to be run
ts known as a job step and characterized by toe ,1/ E EC statement.

EXAMPLE: // JOB CARD-TAPE-DISK

/ ASSGN SYS016,X'CRO'

// ASSGN YS0016,VTP2'

TIAt E 9HRD,'PAYMST'

EXEC PIqHRD joh step PlOHRO

data cards

JOB

ASSGN SYS011,x'TP,''

1/ TM FI9HRD.TANiMcr'

L ASSGf SYS006,VDKP

1/ DLR 9HRD,'PAYMSP

EXTENT (=,YS006,111111,200

// EXEC P2OHRD Joh step P2OHRD

/g1

2-30 7
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RESPONSIBIL TY OF THE COMPUTER OPERATOR IN REGARDS TO JC

As a computer operator, you have to enter these JCL statements to the
computer system by means of the card reader or through the console type-
writer. You are not responsible for the contents of the JCL deck, but you
have to make sure that the deck is complete, this is done by using a
listing provided by the programer.

8. SUMMARY
In this course of instruction, we have discussed how JCL serves as a

link between the program and the computer.

// JOB

/ ASSGN

// ILBL

/1 OLBL

// EXTtNT

Ii EXEC

Tells the computer the Job Name.

Tells the computer, that a specified lo
unit is assigned to a specific,physical

cal
e ice.

Tells the compaer the program filename and
data-set-name of the tape.

Tells the computer the program filename and
data-set-name for the disk fil.

Tells the computer on which disk and on what
area of thardisk A particular file is going
to be on.

Tells the computer the program to be executed.
(indicates a JO9 STEP)

Tells tSe computer that the :a t recorri of the

input data records has been read. '

the computer that the job is finished.

As a computer operator, yon will
A knowledge of JCL will enable you I

enable you to do your pirt as an ovr
is completed on time.

ENO

dealing with XI nn a da
dentify basic JCL errOrs and
or to insure the cnmputer job 0045

01-0Z-30
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True or False. JCL is the communication link between the computer and
the program

L T rue or False. A data set name is the name written to output media by
the computer.

True or False. _The // Job statement tells the computer the Data Set
name.

Troe or False. The ASSGN statement tells the computer the Job name.

or fal, Th T BL statement tells the computer the prooram file
name And data-set-name of the tape.

Ise. The
prof-v.1

D BL statement tells the computer the name of the
Ic name and data-set-name of the tape.

XEC staterent tells the computer which devices

sed

The EXTENT statement tells the computer on which disk
and on what area of that disk a particular file is
located .

roll A file

ite

,Jatement

the flie was read

b. to start execution of a job

the job is finished

ihe name of a file

le

f

the I

01-02-30 9
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1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. False
7. False
8. True
9. b.

lo. c.

ANSWER KEY

10 01-02 30
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INTRODUCTION

s g uce you to
the concepts of runn ng a job in a computer. In this
lesson you will be introduced to:

a. Disk JCL

h. Job Streams

c. Single program and multiprogramming processing

Memory area distribution

Memory area priority

f. Memory area identifiers

The Importance of the material in this block of instruction
cannot be expressed enough. You should review this material
until you fully understand all the material in this lesson.The concepts being presented in this lesson are the basics
of running a Joh which is to be your job as a computer
operator.



SINGLE STEP JOB

// JOB CARD TO TAPE

// EXEC CARD TO TAPE

3 STEP JOB

// JOB PAY-UPDATE

// EXEC P19HRD

// EXEC P21HRD

// EXEC P22HRD

/&

JOB STEP 1

JOB STEP 2

JOB STEP 3

15r

- fn AU-30



I. Job S e s: In C... previous block of instruct1ot you
leared that a job can b* A:44

filmiltsf..zzm A

where the only thing that is required of the job is to
load data cards to magnetic tape. You also learred that
several job steps (prOrams) can be in a job. Let's take
a payroll job for example. The requiremert of a payroll
job may be to update the payroll files.

a. The first step may be to load the payroll cards to
tape.

b. The second step may be to use the tape as input and
update the files that are on disk.

c. The third step may be to copy the newly created disk
files to tape.

io

See
_11101;
WertlYmti

See

Illus-
tration
#1

.



// JOB PAY-UPDATE

// EXEC P19HRD

// EXEC P21HRD

// EXEC P22HRD

/a

/&

// JOB SAVINGS BONDS

// EXEC P31HRD

// EXEC P32HRD

// EXEC P33HRD

// EXEC P34HRD

/&

CYCLE

CYCLE2

// JOB PAYCHECKS

// ETC P41HRD
cinas

// EXEC P42HRD

// EXEC P43HRD

/0

/&

11 ustra n #2
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Job Stream We may have a job which part f See
an aWITiition system. Let's again use the payro

a. The first job of this system may be to update the
payroll files.

b. The second job of the system may be to print U.S.
Savings Bonds.

c. And finafly , the third job may consist of several
programs used to print payroll checks.

These jobs mAy be called cycles (this means a certain phase See
of the complete system. What happens when we have to run Illus-
all three jobs in our payroll system at one time? tration

#2

01-03-30



SEPARATE JOBS

// JOB PAY-UPDATE

// EXEC PAHRD

// EXEC P21HRD

// EXEC P22HRD

F.

/&

// JOB SAVINGS BON S

// EXEC PIIHRD

// EXEC P32HRD

// EXEC P33HRD

// EXEC P34HRD

/*

JOB PAYCHECKS

// EXIC P41HRD

EXFC P421 RP

if EXEC P4314RD

A JOB STREAM

(PAY STREAM)

// JOB PAY-UPDA11-

/ FXFC P19HRD

// EXFC P?1HRD

// FXFC P22HRP

/0

//4

//MB SAVINGS BONDS

// EXEC P31HRD

// EXEC P32HRD

// EXEC P33HRD

// EXEC NORD

I.

/8,

// JOB PAYCHECKS

// EXEC P41HRD

// fXEC Pli2HRD

// EXEC P43HRD

/0

/14

/&

30

tilustration #3

6



What we can do is stack these three jobs in our payroll

tantivezeillwtileswitiwee4Etts
come up with what is called a job stream. The job stream
is a series of jobs put together in one batch. This will
enable you as an operator in a Data Processing Installation
to run a series of jobs without having to load the card
reader again, but rather to put them in the card stacker of
the card reader all at one time.

7 01-03-30
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Jo! STREAM

(PAY STREAM)

// JOB PAYUPDATE

// EXEC P19HRD

// EXEC P21HRD

// EXEC P22HRD

/* ,

/g

// JOB SAVINGS BONDS

// EXEC P31HRD

// EXEC P32HRD

// EXDP33HRD

// EXEC P34HRD

/g

//_JOB PAYSHECKS

17 EXEC P41HRD

// EXEC Pb2HRD

// EXEC P43HRD

/g

Illustration #4

8
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Let's take a look at the amount of JCL you will be using to See
process the jobs in the make-believe,payr011 system. This Plus-
is a tremendous amount of JCL, and you may be required-As an tration
operator to carry large stacks of'JC-t. There would be a good #4
chance at some time that you could atciJentally drop the JCL
decks and they could become out pf sequence. There is also a
Ood chance that some of the.JCL y. ..would be carrying could
be lost. .

9 01-03-30
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//4V01;t PAYSTREAM -

-// EXEC PAYSTREAM

/81

(THE JCL ON THE-LEFT'

OF THIS"VUGRAOH I

REQUESTS THE'40B.

STREAM.ON THE RIGHT

MOM ITS LOCATION' w

ON DISK.) .

Il 1 ustration
A

01- 0 -30 10

**

JOB STR DIX*STREAM)

1.

-0

JOBTO-OPDATE

// EXEC P19HRb

// EXEC 1P2IHRD

// EXEC P22HRD

/

Ia

// JOB SAVINGS 130NDS

// FACIP31HRD

// EXEC P32HRD

/t EXEIC P33HRP t

/PEXtEC P34HRD

/&

// JOB0PAYCHECKS

// EXft/P41HRD

// PtC P42HRD

// EXEC P43HRD

/0

Alt
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3. Disk JCL: A good solution to this problem is: Once the
programmer creates fhe JCL, he can transfer it to magnetic
media. The most commolly use4 media for this purpose is
magnetic disk. When JCL is stored on, disk it is called Disk
JCL. This transferring to maghetic disk,puts the JCL in
machine reidable language which.4qUires.little storage sOace.
A library on disk like the program library can be established
for the JCL in a Data Processing Instaalation. Another ad-
vantage besides reducing the amount Df storage of.JCL is you Seewould be required to halidle just a few JCL cards that will be Illus-
used to request/the job stream from disk; and still another trationadvantage is Weed. The card reader reads at a maximum of .#51,000 cards per minute. The disk runslin terms of a thousand
instructions a second and this JCL can be read from disk in
a fraction of the time it would take to read them frpm a cardOeader. In the Army, the'JCCfor certain .jobs are extremely
long, so you can see how we can save time by putting the JCL
on disk. By putting the JCL on disk we.gain three benefits:

a. Vie reduced the amount of JCL handling and reduced the
chance of lostng cards.

b. We saved valuable storage space by putting the JCL on
magnetic disk.

c. We increased efficiency by saving time.

11 01-03730
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/1 JOB SAVINGS. BONDS (MEMORY REQUIREMENT)

.1.41C/EXEC P31HRD.8111111811811a111111.118111111118

// EXEC P32110..f, a a si area eaaaleal

/1 EXEC P33HRD; .......0,1111 8 X

// 'EXEC .11)21(

MEMOR`i

AVA LABLE

01-03-30

COMPUTER

Illustration #6

12



4. Running a job: Let's talk about running a single jab on
a computer that has 100K of memory available for processihg a
job.. In our example of the payroll system, the Job that is See
used to prinksavings bonds had four job steps (four Illus-
programs).

tration
#6

a, The first progry requires 14K

0

13 The second.program requires 98K.

c. The third program requires 80K

The first three job steps ean be ran since.they reqbire less
than 100K. Howevers.the complete job cannot be ran because
the four,th program requires 102K. It requires more memory
than the computer has available, which is 100K. It ou have
a computen theat has 100K available fon Job processing, the
programs (job steps) cannot require more than MX.

13 01-03-30
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/1 JOB SAVINGS BONDS

1/ E4C P3DIRD,. 100

// EXE; P32HRD... tt

//. EXEC P33HRD..

// EXEC P34
I.

MEMORY

AVA I LAB LE

.01703-30,:

MIR

I

1,1

(MEMORY

80K

..inOv

11 I 0-11, I I I II

I 11 20 11111

COMPUTER

,

REAU I REPTNT)

LEss THAN IDOK)

THA4 160/04

(LESS ;HAN lOOK)

(EQUAL 410 lOOK).

100K

Illustration #7
14 -

Or. 74r-

e k
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-Wen a progrommer writes a program, he must cOnsidershow much
memory space ls available for processing that program. If he See
does this correetly, we may have a job that appears like' Illus-
this one. .Now this complete job can be ran, on the completer traticm
Nicause all the job steps (programs) require processing #7

0 memory which is equal to or less.than 100K.

15 01-03-30

I
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0

// JOB SAVINGS BONDS . (MFMORY REQUIREMEtT)

// EXEC P31HRD.. O 1110011 SOO ..141(

// EXEC P32HR1' ... . ... . ..... .. .. ..50K

// fXFC P33kr....b.. 1 .O . O OOI ..16Y

// EXEC P34HRD. WOO. *Of 0 1 O 1 020KV

k /41

MEMORY

AVAILAB

100K

01-03-,30

COMPUTER

50K

REQUIRED TO

RUN

JOB SAVINGS

BONDS
dow, 0. OM. Am., M.o. .P. On.

50K
IDLE

Illustration 08.

16
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S. Multi ammoinq: Lit's say instead of tae previous ,See
exampTe, the programer wr ,ote the first Orogres to run in
14K, the second requires 5011,' the third requires 16K, and trat ion
the fourth job step (program) requires on)), 20K. We have
100K available in the-computer but now the largest jot.)
step requires 50K. We.can still run this job in the 1,00K
but re have SOK of memory that %ill not be needed. The.
SOK not being used by the progiam will be idle._ This is
no real problem since this job is the only job to be run.

a

17 01-03-78
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// JOB SAVING§.

// EXEC 111HRD.

// EXEC MIRO.

// EXEC.1153HRD.

// EXEC#P34HRD.

/g

MEMORY

AVAILABLE

100K

01-03-30

BONDS

.,.1.14K

.....20K

JOB TANK MAINTENANCE

'/1 EXEC P51HRD. .... °ARK

Ad/ FXEC P52HRP,......50K

// EXECP53HRD......16K
I.

COMNTER

50K REQUIRED

TO,RUN JOB

SAVINGS BONDS

50K IDLE

Illustration 9

18
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But this introduces an interesiing question. What 'happens See
if we had another job that needed to be ran? For example. 11

tration9a. The first job step requires 48K

b. The "second jOb step requires 50K

The third,job stepfrequires 16K

You can see that this job 'can be ran on the cowouier because
the largest job, step requires only 50K, which is less than
100K.. You can also.see that the largest job step is equal,
to the amount of meniory that will not be used ln the U.S.
Savings Bonds job is being ran.

19 01 -03 30
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// JOB SAVINGS BONDS JOB TANK, KAINTENANCE

// EXEC P51HRD'

// EXEC P52HRD

// EXEC P53HRD

/*

1. /g

// EXEC P31HRD

// EXEC P32HRD

// EXEC P33HRD

// EXEC P34HRD

/8,

100K

ilEMORY

AVAILABLE

01-03-30

COMPUTER

AREA #1

50K AVAILAB

TO RUN JOB

SAVINGS BONDS

AREA 2

50K AVAIIABLI

TO RUN

TANK MAINTENANCE

Illustration flC
2 '!.I

20

ALOCATE

50K TO

AREA #1

i\ILOCPFE

rYIK TO

AREA 02
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Why can't we, load the second job in the irea that is not
being used tiy the Savings Bonds job?

We can, but first we have tc let the computer know that we See

want it to divide the available memory into two areas. This Illus-

is called allocating memory on a computer. The-reason you tration

allocate memory is to insure that when you are rumIng two 010

jobs in a computer, these jobs don't try to get the same

memory area tq run its program.

Now we can loal Savings Bonds in memory Area fi, and tank

maintenance in memory Area #2. This technique of running

more than one job on the cotter is called multiprogramming.

21 01-03-30



// JOB SAVINGS Bops

// EXEC.P31HRD

// EXEC 032H6

// EXEC P33HRD

// EXEC P34HRD

/*

MEMORY

AVAILABLE

lOOK

01-03-30

// Jolt TANK MAINTENANCE.

// EXEC ?Mini

// EXEC P52HRD

// EXEC P53HRD

/&

COMPUTER

AREA #1

JOB SAVINGS

BONDS

Om. NNW 41P. 41110 nne

JOB TANK

MAINTENANCE

22

HI #11

29(

FOREGROUND

'" PACK R NO
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6. Area Iden%ifierst ktbw do we know what area the jobs'are' See
in? The solution to this is the'use of identifiers. At the Illus.,
school instead of calling them Area #1 and_Area #2, we call tration
them Badground'and Foreground. We use these-identifiers to #11

t identify the area whelp weispeak about them or communiCate
witk them. In Backgeound, the.job we loaded is job mainte-
:an which is'bused to acLount for maintenance for our tanP
equipment. The job in foregruutid is job Savings Bonds.

23 01-03-30



// JOB SAVINGS BONDS

// EXEC P31HRIf

//s_EXEC 032HR1

// EXEC.P33HR6

// EXEC FILM!)

I.

..MEMORY

AVAILABLE

100K

ik

UTER

41,

// JOB TANKPAINTENANCE

// EXEC P51HRD

// EXEC P52HRD1

// EXEC P53eRD

I.

0

FOREGROUlp

JOB SAVINGS

BONDS

JOB TANK

MAINTENANCE

BACKGROUND

24

FOREGROUND

-HAS PRIORITY

iVER BACK

GROUND

111ustrat1ori #12



7. Area Priorities: If you remember the example of card to See
tape, given in the blockA instructiori on Channels, .Control Illus-
Units and Physical Addresses, that during the time the,card tration
reader is reading the card and the tape drive is writing the I2
data, the CPU was idle. This.is whel one job jwill be"doing-
its processing while the other job $s waiting for am I/0
operation to be completed. Although the computer appears to
run both jobs at the same time, actually, the result is that
the computer runs one job,for a fraction of a second, then
runs the other job for another fraction of a second. What
happens if job maintenanCe doesnq Mquire numerous I/0
functions and will not aTtow job Savings Bonds to process.
(This can happen when_a ,job requires a lot of CPU activity).
Job Savings Bonds will l?e waiting for processing as a result.
Let's say.you were told that'Savings Bonds has to be fin-
ished very soon but both jobs take a long time to process.
Job maintenance will, not let job4Savings Bonds run so we have
to set Priorities. Job Savings gbnds needs to be completed
as soon as possible so it has'priority over job maintenance.
Background will be processing when foreground is vaiting for
a card to be .read or'when-the tape drive is writing records
on tape. If both background and foreground needs the CPU at
the sometime, foreground has' the Priority and will use the
CPU firtt.

8. Let's review whilit you' hav learned in Concepts of
Compaer Processing.

a. We mentioned that a job can be a one-step (prOgram)
or could be more th°an one step..

. 1

b. We discussed that Job Streams are used when more
than one job is needed to meet the requirements of the Data
Processing Installation-,

c. We can eliminate the handling Of a large botch of,
JCL cardf by using Disk JCL. All we need is a few JCL cards
to request the JCL for the jobs from disk.

d. We discussed that a program's memory requirement
for processing cannot be greaterthan the memory area avail-
able in the computer.

e. We can run two jobs at the same time resulting in
multiprogramming. We can insure that the proper amount of
memory is dvailable for each job by allocating memory.

f. You learned that area identifiers are used to allow
us to communicate with the separate jobs.

25 0i-03-30
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g. Yoy learned that.if a job has a higher priority thananother Job such:as our job Savings Bonds amd job mainte
nance, we can say, the arka or partition (we call them par-tition at the school) :which is runnin§ the more important'
job has a higher prioritA, The other job will use the com-puter when the job wtth the higher priority is waiting forI/0 opetations to btcompleted. %

9. If you have 4iiksped the basic concepts in this lesson,
you will hfve a go?d foundation for your introduction to ethe Disk 001rating System (Dos) which You will study'in
later lessongii

01-0 0 26
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SELF EVALUATION

True or False. A'job step consists of more than oneproginam

True or False. Jobs stacked back-to-back in one batch is a job
stream

True or False. JCL stored in a library on magnetic disk is called
Disk JCL

True orjFalse. A huge amount of c'ards are required to pull job
streams from Disk

5. 'True or False. If a program requires more than the amount of memOry
in the computer it still can be,ran

True or False. Multiprogeamming is the technique of running one job
at a time

From the list below, select the advantages of Dill( JCL.

a Saves storage space

b. Less JCL ior the operator to handle

t You can run More than one job at a time

d. Less memory is required.to run a job

e. Transfer speed fnpm disk is faster than from the card reader

8 True or False. Memory area identifiers are used to identify
JCL

P.\
( 9 True or False. All memory areas must have the same priority

27 01-03-30
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1 False

2. True

3. True

4. Falie

5. False

6. False

7. a. b.

8. False

9 False

01-03-30
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I
CHAPTER 8

APPLICATION-PROGRAMS

A. INTROOUCTION: This chapter introduces you to the steps taken by the

programmer to create a program. This chapter also includes material

zassociated with programsthat you will need to learn before beginning later

lestons.

B. OBJECTI4E: The objective of this block of instruction is to provide

you with the necessary.information needed to:

Identify an application program.

/

2. Identify the steps taken by the programmer to create a program.

3. Identify a logical unit and a file name.

4. Identify a program library.

51 Identify a program message.

6. Identify a control card.

TRAINING AIDS:

None. .

TRAINING:

I. Application Pro ram: An application program is a program designed

to solve a particular problem for a specific application.

2. Creation of,a Program: When it is decided that a program is needed

to solve a particular iiroblem, Ithe programmer has four basic steps

that must be accomplished before the program is ready for processing

1

These s.teps are:

befine the problem

Write the program

c. Test the piogram

Prepare documentation
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(1) Define the problem: the programmer wili consider what
the program is to accomplish, what the output is to be and what input
is needed to get the desired results.

(2) Write the program: After the programmer has decided what,
the input and output 411 be, he will constder what the program must do
to get the output and will begin writing the program.

(3) Test the program: Onc'é the ptogram is written the pro-
grammer will test the program to insure it-produces the correct output.

(4) Prepare documentation: Preparing documentation .is an
extremely important step. The programmer should repare documentation
throughout the creation of ihe prGqram but unfor nately this is rirely
done. Documentation is any information that will be needed to p ess and
maintain the program. Once. this step is complete, the program be
ready to process.

3. Logical Units and File Names: During.the writing of he program
the programmer is required to describe all files_the,program will use
during. processing. This.is a section of a program where-a file was
described

FILE-CONTROL
SELECT *1:1 limm.mmummwm..(Utf_MME)

ASS GN U --141111P-(LOGICAL UNIT)
SELECT CARD-FILE

ASSIGN TO UT-S-SYS016.
DATA DIVISION
FILE SECTION.
FD EI9HRO

BLOCK CONTAINS 1 RECORDS
RECORD CONTAINS 80 CIHARACTERS
LABEL1 RECORDS ARE STANDARD
DATA RECORDS ARE TAPE-REC.

At this time he must give each file a unique name. This name will be used
by the programmer when he references the file. The file name is simply a
name for a file. Each file is also assigned A logical untt The logical
unit. is where the.file resides.

4. Program Libraries: After a program is develop. it is stored with
the other programs being used in the instillation. Although programs can
be stored on other media, normally they will be stored on magnetic disk.
The area on disk where groups of programs are stored are called program
libraries.
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5 Program Messages: The programqer may find it necessary that
certain information be provided to the operator during the processing pf
a program. The program can be written so a message to the operator can
be displayed on an inquiry device. This message is called 'a program
message since it Js issued by the program. tTlits messagercep be infor-
maticm only or it may require the operator to respond. The operator may
be required to key in information to the program thrOugh the inquiry device
or perform some other type of action.

6. Control Cards: During the development of the program, the pro-
grammer will consider several options* needed to make the program satiSfy
different needs of the user. One'way the programmer can do this is by
writing the program to use a control card.; The control card is a punched
card that will contain information (possibly in code) which will let the
prog.ram know what optio:lz are required or What will he Provided to-the
program. In general tA he control card gives the DatA Processing
Installation the ability choose what options are needed to satisfy
the user's needs.

*AIN

F. SUMMAR;: In this chapter you have learned the' steps taken to create
a program. These are define the problem, write the program, testfthe
program and prepare documentation. Also, we discussed terms which you
will see in later, lessons.

F. CONCLUSION: Before continuing on to the next chapter answeY the
questiof.s in the self-evaluaticol quiz to insure you have met the
objectives of this chapter. Following chapters will reference the
material presented in this .chapter.

*The predetermined tn onnation or codes and corresponding options will
be written into the program during program development.

3



SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ

List the steps of program development inthe area provided below.

a.

b;

C.

,d.

2. From the list belo4 select the (2) statements that define the termapplfcation program.

A consUnity service program

Program designed for'a specific application

c. A program designed to valve a particular problem

d. PT program

3. A progrAm message is (Choose answers)

a. Message from a program

b. Mes-sage from the computer

c. Aessage giving iafcrmation or riquiring operator action

th Message from the operator

A file name is:

a. Name given to a-file by the programmer

Name of a volume

Name of a record

4

4
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A program,library is: (Choose 1 answer)

a. Place where books are stored

b. Area where tapes are stored

c. Area where programs are stored

d. Area where disks are stored

A control card is: (Choose 1'-answer)

a. Card used to issue program messages

b. Card used to identify files

c. Card used to tell a program what options elm required

d. Card used to control libraries

A ogical unit is: (Choose 1 answer)

a. A physical unit

b. Where a file resid*s

c. Is the same as a file name



SOLUTIONS

b.

c.

d.

SOLUTION REFERENCE

Define the Problem

Write the Program\

Test the Program

Prepare Documentation

2

2 b. c

3. a. c. 5

4. a. 3

5. c. 4

6. c. 6

7. b 3
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DATA :SENTAT1ON

STUDENT NOTES AND PRACTICAL EXERCISE

1. Decimal Number System (Base 10):

Ten digits:

Pok4 t ional Values :

2. Binary (base 2):

a. Two digits:

(1) On - bit -

(2) Off - no bit - 0

b. Why used in electronic DP:

c. Positional values:

d-.'-Conversion:

(1)1 Convert decimal to binary:

100 10 32 16 8 4 2

4

4

2 6

ANNEX A



(2) Convert binary to decimal:-

2 16

1 1

e. Addition:

(I) 0 + 0 a

(2) 1 + 0 or() + I

(3) 1 + I a

(4) I + I + 1 a

1 0

0 0 1

0

1

Ioo 10

(5) Perform. the following add4tion operations and convert the
*nswers to their.decimal equivalents.

f. Su action:

(b) .100p1

+1001

(e) 01110
+11011

(I ) Complement of Subtrahend

(2) Addition Operation

(3) High Order Carry ign )

(c) 1011
+1001

(

(f) 1001100
+ 101011

(4) Subtract in binary and convert the answers to their decimal
equtyalents:

9r)



(a) ZEIME

101

a

00 MAW
usso,

(c) mum ti tall
liMant
ellowees.

NW1t1 licatloo:

i.

vision:

Simary'COded Decimal pals

(1) 441t Visor,' field for each decimal ammovie thriecter

(2) Comet decimal to *CDs

4

1

7

5

3 41000

0

00400

0004

000

004,41

(3) DCD to decimal awl Massy
fa INICINAL

0421 1147A lE=1 a 31
0001 0010

0100 0010

0110 -'0011

1000 1000

3

*sr



Octal Number 8ystem (base 8):

a. Eight digits:

b. Positional values:

c. Conveisi

(1) Convert decimal to octal,:

10 1 8 1

1

4 6

6 3

(2) Convert octal to dcci

1 10 1

2

2

7

d. Addition:

^A

Solve the following octal addition problems and convert the answers
to their decimal equivalents:

(I) 2 (2) 12 52 (4) 64
+5 + 7 +66 31

+72



e. B nary Coded Octal:

(I) Three hit field per octal mot.

(2) Conversion

(a) COnvert Octal to Binary Coded Octal:

6

2 6

4

4 2 1

(b) Convert Binary Coded Octal to Octal and then to its1
decimal equivalent:

421 421 81 10

001 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0

1 0 1 I 1 0

1 1 1 0 0

(c) Convert Octal to 5ecima1 and then to.Binary Coded Decimal.

5 2 64 8 1 tom Imo lo

2

0

8421 8421 8421 8421

o** ee*

O at* 0
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Hexadecimal Number Systihs (bape 16):

a. Sixteen symbols:

(1) Ten digits

sl
(2) Six letters

b. Positional valves:

c. Types of computers using this system:

d. Conver;ion:

(1) Convert the following hexadecimal numbers to decimal:

256 16

A

A 3 6

1000 100 10

(2) Convert.the following heiadecimal numbers to decimal and then
to straight binary:

256 16

9

F 3

C 6

100 10 1 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2



e. Mdttio Perform the following addition problems in hexadecima
and convert the answers to decimal equivalents:

8

+ 5
A6 84 DR

+45 +68 *Cr
. . ( ) . ( ) (

. Binary Coded Bexadecimal:

(1) Four bit field per hexadecimal digit:

(2) Conversion:

(a) Convert the following Binary Coded Decimal numbers to
decimal and then to hexadecimal:

8421 8421 81421 8421 1 100 0 4096 256 16

1000 0101

0010 0111 0110

0001 Clii 0101 1004)

0111 0100 0011 0101

(b) -Convert the following Decimal nuibers to Hexadecimal and
then to binary Coded Hexadecimal.

100 10 1 25i 16 8421 8421 8421

5

7

6

0

3

7

3 C.O.

0440.

4,



Extended Binarl Coded Decimil Interchange Code (E

Zoned Declmal Format (Alpha):

(1) A-I

(2) .1-R

(3) S-Z-

(4) Special Characters

(5), Indicate the following values in mg= Zoned Deals ermat:

8421 8421

b. Parity Check:

(l ) 14ost or gained bits

(2) Kinds:

IF

(a) Even: The number of "1" bits (in the 8 bit configuration) is added.
If the number of "1" bits is odd, another "1" bit is placed uhder the parity bit
position to make the entire bit configuration-even. Otherwise, an "0" bit is
added to the 8 bit qpnfiguration.

\

(b) Odd: The number of "1" bits (in the 8 bit configuration) As addeo.
If the number of "1" bits is even, another "1" bit is placed under the parity
bit position to make the entire bit configuration odd. Otherwise, an "0" bit Is
added to 4e 8 bit configuration.

(I) Number of bits needtv4 to represent one character of data:
(4) Specify parity (0 or 1) to maLe each orthe following rharicterè valid

under odd-btt parity:

8421 8421 8421 8421

1100 0100 0110 0001
11 10 1.00g e 1 00 IC 0100
1101 nolb 1 110 1011

8
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c, Zoned Decimal.Format.(numerie):, The sign appears in the ZONE portion of the
low order byte (the rightmost 8 bit configuration); the ZONE portion of all other
bytes appear with "unsigned" representation.'

(1) Convert the following Decimal Values to Zoned Decimal and to Hexadecimal:

DEC I'MAL ZONED DECIMAL
HEXADECIMAL

23

+ 175s

- 329'

871

+ 7

00000

(2) Translate the following hexadecimal character string (ZR
apostrophe and 40 is a blank or spaie):

4

E3C8C1E37DE240ClD3D340C6D6D3D2E2

d. Packed Decimal Format:

(1) Neither\alphabetic nor alphanumeric data "can' be packed.

(2) Method:

(a) Format or repreaent the data in Zoned Decimal.

an

(b) ; Strip all the "zones"except for the low order byte.

(c) Move the sign to the old digit" portion of the low order byte.

(d) Packing Occurs from right to left.



(3) Convert the following numeric values to Packed Decimal & toPacked Hexadecimal formats:

DECIMAL PACKED DECIMAL (EBCDIC)
PACKED HEXADECIMAL

148'

4. 53

- 99

e. .To determine the (packed) length of a packed' numeric field:

(1) If, in decimal, therheld langth is even, DIVIDE durddecimal field
length by 2 and then ADD 1; or:

1

Where a the size of the decimal field (in-bytes), and

the number of .bytes which will. eaUlt from packing.
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/(2) Xf, in decimal, the field length ADD 1:to the deciaaI field
length, then DIVIDE by 2; or:

n + 1 x
2

t



6. Situation -

a. The Installation MISO has issued a blanket directive that all DPIV.on
the installation will conserve file space by packing all applicable data on
'all files. ,The Director of your DPI is not familiar with Rackinvand,asks
you, ak the Chief of his Systems/Programming Division, to tnalyze the f011owing
abbreviated Master Inventory File,and dett;rmine the, total number of bytes which
can be saved by packing.

Field

FSN

NoMenclature

No. CharactereType

11

10. A/N

Julian Date 4

Commodity Code 2

Customer Code 3

A

Sample Data

33136299032

M1A2 RIFLE

4284

716

b. The DPI Director is still skptical and asks you to empiricallyv-shov
him some examples of haw the data would.actually look in packed format. Therefore,
using ,5he hppropriate sample data provided in the fbbreviated Master Iriventory File
(para 6.a.above) you show him how the data will appear in Zoned Decimal, in Packed
Decimal and in Packed Hexadecimal.

01/
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7. The following byte configuration has been extracted from a "dump';
alphabetic information is being represented. Convert the data from the, dump
to Zoned Decimal (EBCDIC) and then to the equivalent English interpretation:

DUMP extract: 400D5C1 D4C54040

Zoned Decimal:

Interpretation:

8. The following byte configurations have been extracted from a "dump";
numeric information is being represented. Translate each byte configuration
as indicated per each problem:

a. DUMP Extract: 171F9T7F2

Zoned Decimal:

Interpretation:



c:Q/lo

b DUMP Extract: 01972C00

. Packed Decimal:

nterpretation:

c. DUMP Extract: 000007B4

"Binary:

Interpretation:

14



02/ 7

TWo-FINCER ARITHMETIC

The decimal system, the arlthmvtic system we are so familiar with, is
not particularly suited to the operation of electronic calculators and computers.

The decimal system uses ten distinct di its - 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9. But, electronic calculators and computers are made up of switching
,devices, such as diodes, transistors, and magnetic cores, that have only two
definite stable states. They are'either ON or OFF, conducting or not conducting,
or magnetized or de-magnetized. Practically, therefore, these devices can be
made to represent only two different things.

For example, we can let the OFF-condition represent a zero, and the ON-
position represent the one. But we have no simple way of representing the

digits 2 to 9.

ON
(MAGNEyIZED)

OFF
(DEMAGNETIZED)

Therefore in these computers, we utilize the binary number system, with
which we can represent any number by using only the digits 0 and 1.

Actually, we mi ht be using the binary system in everyday arithmetic today
if man had evolved with only two fingers instead of ten. The decimal system
undoubtedly developed as a result of man's earliestTattempts to count on his

fingers.

Let us see how both systems work, and how they compare. The decimal

sys,tem, as we have said, uses ten distinct digits - 0 to 9. With these digits

we can represent'any value from 0 to 9 in a single digit position, the units

position.

APPENDIX A 1 5



When we have reached 9, we find that we do not have another distinct
symbol for the value of ten. So we carry a 1 into a second digital position,
the tens position.

Tans Units

1 d

1

1. 2

.

9

By using all the digit symbols n'both the units and tens posi
cap now represent any value from 0 to 99.

n, we

By increasing to more and more digit positions (1)0s, I000s, --Snd so n)
we can represent any number with the decimal syatem.

Actually wbat we have done is this. In each new digit position we have
increased the value of our number symbols ten times. For ekample, 'a 3 in the
tens position is worth 10 times as much as in the units position,,and in the o:
100s position the 3 is worth 10 times what it was worth in tlie tens position,
and so on.

The binary system works on the same principle, except this time we have
only two different digits to work with, 0 and I. To write the value zero
we can.write a 0. To indicate the value one, we can write a I (one).

APPENDIX A

Units

1,6



c2/9
Now we have 1 single symbol to represent the value of two in. Che

units position. o, while we did not have to carry until we reached 9 in
thp decimal wystem, we are already forced to carry in the binary system.
In the binary system, our next digit positiom is chlled the two's position
instead of the tens position.

Binar:1( _Decimal

10 2

11 3

A,two is represented by a digit 1 in thlvtenes positiod; a three-by the
digit'%7" in,the two's position'and 'also in tha unit* position. .Again we
have ru out of digita, and.must'go to'a,new digits position to represent-
the value of- four.

BilitS i

0,-

100

Decisial

4

Note that while in th6 decimal' system each-nev digits position,bas ten tire
the value of the pteceding oneId the binary system each new digit position
has two times the value of the preceding one.

328 16a 8.4e 2s is

0

The decimal equivalent of the binary number shown in the above illustration
is determlned as folloWs:

1 in the ition
0 in the 2's position 0
1 in.the 4's rosition =
1 in the osition = 8
n in the 16'sSos1t1on = 0

1n/the 32'N psitiop 4. 32
101101 = 45

'A
the bib y number 10110? represents 45 in the deeimal system.

APPENDIX A
4.
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02..?C)

You can see thaT this number could very easily be represented by aix
magnetic cores where OFF has a value of zero, and ON has a value of one.

This two-finger arithmetic is the heart of electronic digital computer
design. It is the binary system that makes possible the hi h speed and use-
fulness of modern electronic digital computers.

Actually, it is possible to develop arithmetic systems based on any number
of digit symbols, other than two or ten.- .

We, however, use the decital system because we have ten fingers and the
digital computers use the binary sytmem betause their electronic components
have only, two possible Hi-state positions - ON and OFF.

APPENDIX A
1 8



4;64/

u4ht.nI 1k t HI

ocTA on INA . (=VERS ION

Dec foul ()eta! lk.e. inus oe 011 Dye 1 awl

' \
0 400 256 1000 512 1400 768

10
,

8 410 264 1010 520 1410 776._

20 16 420 272 1020 528 1420 784

30 24 430 280 1030 536 1430 792

40 32 440 288 1040 544 1440 800

50 40 450 296 1050 552 1450 808

60 48 46b 304 1060 560 1460 816

70 56 470 312 1070 568 1470 824

100 64 500 320 1100 576 1500 832

1, 0 72.-, 510 328 1110 584 1510 840

120 80 520 336 1120 592 1520 848

130 88 530 344 1130 600 1530 856

140 96 540 352 U40 608 1540 864

150 104 550 360 1150 616 1550 872

160 112 560 368 1160 624 1560 880

170 120 570 376 1170 632 1570 888

200 128 600 384 1200 640 1600 896

210 1 16 610 392 1210 648 1610 904

20 144 620 400 1120 656 1620 912

230 12 630 40$ 1230 664 1630 920

240 160 640 416 1240 672 1640 928

no 168 650 424 1250 680 1650 936

760 176 660 432 1260 688 1660 944

770 184 670 . '440 1.23.0-- 696 1670 952
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OCI'AL-DECIMAL Conversion, continued

Octal Decimal Octal Decimal Octal Decimal Octal Decimal

300 192 700 448 1300 7n4 1700 960

310 200 710 456 1310 712 1710 968

320 20t3 720 464 1320 720 1720 976

330' 216 730 472. 1330, 728 1730 984

340 224 740 480 1340 -736 1740 992

350 232 750 488 1350 744 1750 1000

r/360 240 760 496 1360 752 1760 1008

370 248 770 504 1370 760 1770 1016

20



DEM PIAL BINARY

i
1 0001

2 0010

3 0011

4 0100

5 0101

6 0110

7 0111

8 1000

9 1001

10 1010

11 loll

12 1100

13 1141

14 1110

15 1111

16 10000

APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF NUMERIC DATA REPRESENTATIONS

BCD OCTAL

0000A0001 1

0000 0010 2

0000 0011 3

0000 0100 4

0000 0101

0000 0110 6

0000 0111 7 a

0000 1000 10

0000 101 11.

0001 0000 12

000l 000l 13

Q001 0010 14

0001 0011 15

0001 0100 16

0001 0101 17

0001 0110 20

21

5CC HEXADECIMAL

1

2

000 001

000 010

000 011

000 100
,

000 101

000 110

000 111

001 000

ool pm

001 ols

001 011

001 100

001 101

001 110

001 111

cho 000

3

4

5

6

7

00C APILA.P.0

0000 1000

9 0000 1.001

A 0000 10

0000 1011

0000 1100

0000 1101

0000 1110

F 0000 1111

10 0001' 0000
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re

HEX C

OLLERITH CODE 'ALPHA INFO/ NUMERIC INFO

12 ZONE PUNCH , PLUS SIGN
0

a

HEX D . 11 ZONE PUNCH

HEX E

HEX F.

a

0 ZONE PUNCH

J - R NEGATiVE SIGN

N/A

BINARYAEPRESENTATION

1100

are

1101

NO ZONE PUNCH

A

0

N/A Unsigned

0

a

1110


